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Six Nations Police "coke rescue
seize pirated DVDs

6

issue warnings
By Lynda Powless

Editor
Six Nations Police have seized 13,000 pirated DVDs after
launching a clamp down on the counterfeit movies being sold
in a number of businesses at Six Nations

w
r.

.

Six Nations Police Chief Glenn
Lickers said police raided four
local shops seizing counterfeit
DVD's that police belive the stores
were selling.
Police launched the clampdown
last Wednesday (August 4) at a

Police issued cease and desist orders under Counterfeit Product Notice at each location, in essence, he
said, serving a warning on the businesses that the activity is illegal.
"If they continue the could face
criminal charges including fraud,"
he told Turtle Island News.
Officers seized any counterfeit
DBD's that were in plain view.
Businesses served notice were:
KT's Smoke Shop on Highway 54,
The Movie Barn on Fourth Line,
(Continued page 2)

number of businesses.
Lickers said "individuals and businesses involved in the sale of countrefeit or "priated" DVDs are
committing offenses under the federally legislated copyright act and
criminal code.
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Another INAC Minister

I"

By Christine McLaren
Writer
B.C. Conservative MP John Duncan has become Canada's new minister

of Indian Affairs and Northern Development.
In the midst of Steven Harper's August 6 cabinet shuffle, Duncan, who

,

.

_.ry,i,a

served as parliamentary secretary for Indian Affairs before the promotion, replaced former minister Chuck Strahl, who has moved to TransBall players playing in the Laurie General Tournament in New Credit were pressed into action after a Ford
port.
lost control and flipped on First Line.(Photo by Jamie Lewis)
According to a press release, Duncan's focus as minister will be "work- Explorer
ing with partners, aboriginal leaders, provincial
rr
and territorial counterparts to address important is- (Continued page 2)
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THE CANADIAN PRESS
CHURCHILL,
Man.- Canada's
premiers and native leaders want
the federal government to join
them in talks to improve education
for aboriginal people as one way to
keep their youth out of jail.
ii Shawn Atleo, chief of the Assembly of First Nations, says improving learning for natives will help
lift them out of poverty.
"To move on education is a national priority. It's seen as incredibly urgent. We can't allow for any
time to be wasted," Atleo said after
the leaders met Wednesday in
I
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Churchill, Man. "We've talked about the economic benefits as well to this country. Our studies show that by 2020,
if we close the education and employment gap, it would result in a
to
$71- billion
contribution
Canada's GDP.
Atleo said that at the very minimum aboriginal youth should get
the same access to learning that
others have in the provinces and
territories.
"That is not currently existing
right now."
He noted that many First Nations
communities don't even have

2010 Corolla

schools and suggested there's an
immediate need for at least 60 of
them across the country. He also
predicted there could be trouble if
an investment isn't made in education.
"If we open the door to a school,
we close the door to a jail cell,"
said Atleo. "We need to make
those direct correlations.
That's what I heard from other
leaders here, that we're going to be
running into problems, and we
have those problems already, and
they can only increase."
Manitoba Premier Greg Selinger,

CE

(Continued page2 )
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B.C. MP John Duncan takes held of Indian Affairs
i

satirist

(Continued t m n front)

n education,

social and
and
economic development
capasacs melt

ity building/self government" Ile
unavailable for an
new
).fore publication deadline.
Daring he time. parliamentary

w.

secretary rase 200g, Hunan mer.
and
use the
P of the
Reconciliation Con.esion. the

Tn.

-

tonne!
schwa sicactively pursued

Canadian g
apology lu

1

and

Canada's formal Les
commitment

o

UN Declaration
of Indigenous
Peoples.
g
We

eke

Rights

In keeping wits our
omitfirm of taking concrete action in
summit of indigenous peoples, we
remain
sowed to endorsing the
UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigcnous Peoples in a timely
manner. It will bee moment of
pride fm all Canadians," he and.

lake.,

24,nlao known
Nations
Certainty of Land Tille Act. The
bill amended the First Nations
Commercial and lndusvial Develapnea Act lo enable participating

Pb..

secretary, Duncan served
the Conservative party's critic on

hidmAlfoed Northam De.d-

6..

of many of these

Duncan. We have waked together
w the past and I look forward to
waking with Am in his new sole,"

peon-

First Nations. such m

he said in

press release.
During the promotion, Duncan
also Femme Minister of the Canadian Noblem Economic Develop -

Squaw. sh in British Columbia
have welcomed and taken advan-

use of the legislation, which is
only triggered at the request of a
First Nation. Others worry that use

a

well as Federal
Agency.
Interlocutor for Mete and Non as

ofthebillwillcomplicateandun-

Status Indians.

year

Amnia

Poor Minister

He also fervently supported the
passage of the controversial Unlit.

processes.

nose effluences earlier this

negotiation

treaty

Prior to working

as

Harper

Stephen

fine -tuned his cabinet Friday
morning, giving new assignments

parliamentary

-

M'r

mote
ment work, to make sure we stay
the course at Nis time of global uncautery.. Harper said after the
w
men wore sworn In o their

>tara_

71u

tlIr,

mandate

no

posts m a ceremony. Rideau Hall.
Baird replaces lay Hill, a B.C. MP

last month announced he
in the neat election sod,
wait
m a result. b leaving cabmen
B.C. MP Chuck Strahl moves from
his post at Indian and nankin of
fairs toteke Minn job et transport
and infrntmdure.
Srahl is popular among all MPs
gins.
and w m Praised by aboriginal
for
his work at Indian afgroups
fairs.
lobo Duncan, who repres
Vancouver Island riding omen on
the backbenches to lake Sgt.'s
h

rk d in
politics, he
foresny for oat 20 year,
Assembly of F'
Nations Na
but
Donal Chief Shawn A
a
welcomed Duncan in his
new position last week.
n"I am well acquainted with Mn

lams.
Some

dear

-

teeing
-

nays...
the source
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well as International
and Oceans, and
Trade, Fis0er
Natural Resources. He also served
as Pacific Region Advisor to the
Medea of Fisheries. B f

N.. mmmulhtes ton.
rads

easily develop commercial
tote development on trime lad
Duncan said the bill refire
heel
and growing opportunities for nopers. to become full parlicipents in the mainstream
nepre
Canadian economy as
murk employers and employees.'
and also represented "creative
around the Indian Am,

r

omens
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as
.lohn Duncan
to we B.C. MPS and switching the

jobs ofone ofhis smrs.loM Bai..
Ottawa
Baird, who

mason..

riding, leaves the portfolios
transport and averment
comee th
government

ides,

of

musheHouse

important job in it minority
'ty P.liament became it involves negotiating with other
to stickhg
arsenal.
Parliament.
legislation
I ave given
hn (Baird) a very
an

l

P

Harper to convene a first meeting.
00/10100 1h,? would ho g gIgolO-

how take,ffieteotativeecommnic
recovery on track while dealing
well big deficits
*whalers
racked up during the slump.
Assembly of First Nations N.
Weal Chief Shawn A- iachut

are wry for m loaves host

Aloe says

*ahem behalf of all the pre-

mien. said hill send Prime Minehr Stephen Harper a letter asking

we

can move forward together on cn-

...Mat the young demographic
in the First Nations, Melia and
Inuit community has all the opportuna. they need to get a first

quality education,"

Any

partners..

use.

he

mid.

aborigiml cd-

mot

Include the federal
government, Atleo e.phaseed,
Having said that, what heard
from the premiers arose
mason why we can'tt get on with
this ark debt tun and we. prepared to do Mat w,
I
The premiers lea Churchill on
Wednesday afternoon after getting
drenched on a whale -watching exn
Mann lay. They
were to est again Thursday and
Friday Winnipeg for their annual
conference Topics are to include

he is encouraged by the

support for the First
agendas the Council of the Fell,
motion meeting held in Churchill,
Mamba on August 4. The N.
anal Chief attended the meeting

fn. frotir)

'2 am encouraged that once again
the premiers and territorial leaders
have shower they understand the

importance of working
set

nabasedon
unage.

Thcatv0was Wemult of.Wrcc
monta investigation

kickers said 'NM are hooray now
.s a been brought to the
t

rie

a

winrealize

tvity and

c10h

will

Mc store

it is an Metal
he the end of

Ile, mid police will continue to
moon. tM sin.tio. " "We served

filed, five

These recommendations

damaged at
bingo hall

Pageant dramatizes how the Tuscarora joined Six Nations
Six Nations annual pageant is on
The first weekend of the historic

forest theatre production got unlast weekend with the
dramatization of how the Tuwdro
ras came under the wind of the

area.

rots
ea..,

Five Nation Confederacy.
While the crowd was sparse for
the first weekend the .lay oral..
use for the next two weekends.
The play provides a glimpse into
Six Nations history
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with a form on edam.: mega,
for the development of resource
revenue sharing agreements. spp-
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SearvinGreen faìghp tells the story of corn while Seneca(lothawk
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include:
-A call for tech province and terriplan for
tory to confirm
Firs: Nation
with the AFN's recently-released
report First Nation Control of First
on Education
-To call on the Prime Minister to
convene First Ministers Marina

Six Nations Police are investigating a report of a vehicle damaged at the bingo hall Wednesday at about ]:]0 p.m.. W lice said sometime during
the aftun000 the vehicle was parked at the bingo hall, the driver's door lock had been punched; a purse that had been Ica in the vehicle was
stolen.
The vehicle was a black 1999 Chevrolet Blazer.

old job.
Duncan, like Stahl. Hill and
Harper, was fimt elected
the
House of Commons in 1.2,
though he lost in the 2006 election
to the NDP's Catherine Bell only
to win the seat beck In 2008.
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against Indigenous women;
-A call to all provinces and
es that have not already done w
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to adopt Me United /Canons Deck.
ration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples.

our

mu-

" National Chief

.n

firmed our direction at r the AFN
Annual General Assembly held
just two weeks ago in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. The meeting with the
I of the Federation warn
opportunity
ç
to put forward rasa..
mendations for action that will

n

of warning off
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Prices ore

in

effect from

WHOLE

1. 2010 to Closing Thursday August 1942010

VALUE PACK

CHICKEN

$1.99La
We

Friday August

PAMPERS

PC

1700
untine

monitor
mHe said s100,0

mn00

Boriófrills
aF lower food prices

rah. to

Adeor said. "First

e

Double B's store on Fourth Line
and lay's Smoke Shop on Chiefswood Road.
D
000 ille00 DVD's were
0,000

The National Chief

ow-up.

Vehicle

Chief Bill Traverse.

Illegal DVD's
(Continued

door to ajail "

recommendations to the Council of
the Federation for review and fol-

LOCAL
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r
premiers and territorial leaders
with AFN Manitoba Regional

"sts
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Men..

e

help to build stronger First Nations
citizens and communities and
stronger federation. anal spirit, I
am pleased to report that we are
sited imam call for angst Minis tors Meeting with a special foals
on education, with First Nations
representatives as full participants.
Manly believe that when weeps
the door to a school, we close ile

?nil
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Looking to raise the grade: Premiers, native leaders talk education
(Continued from Deg)
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supplies last.
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an elder that he
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An Elder does a welcoming prayer for the while prep&

Mal have landed
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Contact Amy now to book your spot for the August 18. 2010 issue.
Phone; 519 -445-01868 or Email amy@fhe turtleislandnews
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hooker sting in down town last Thursday night.
Three city man has been charged after Brantford city police
for the purposes of prostitution near the Ciry's downtown.
persons
ommuel,ocing
August
5,
targeted
The undercover investigation on
comUndercover officers, posing as prostitutes, were deployed i the Market Street areabetween 5'1X1 p.m. and »»H pm. They were targeting men
Bowmen, aged 46 years to 57 years old
munimting for the papas of obtaining sexual services after mar, % complaints from citizens the
of
obtaining
All
of the roes are from the Brantford area
fa
the
panne
postman.
of communication
ram arrested and are now timing charges
t
,d
nom
wow held in custody for a bail hearing. Charged
mid wig appear in court next month. The other accused
Throe of
males
ken
and Dare Roberts, 47 of Mount Pleasant. The Brantford
are C
c
H efter. 46., Robert Bolger, 57, Jonathon Lloyd WOW, 57 all of
proactive
enforcement initiatives are anurpttd
the
similar
'bin
Ciry.al
c to monitor incesltd o.

charged
in hooker
sting
4
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Elected chief breaks tie, tobacco sales allowed on band owned lands
and tobacco on Send owned land.»
except at the bingo hall.

By Jamie Lewis

1Rlmr

store., Jackie Martin,
had oohed mad if she could sell
checking Six Nations badge
on
tobacco m her store and .a airy
the
sale
of
tobacco
cil approved
After, weeks. debate and legal

bandoumed lands raluding .ehoquoin Plan last Tuesday night
There had been policy in place
that prohibited the sale of alcohol
C

A video

natty told she could not.
She then came to council and raised
deferred for two
the issue and
weeks while council looked into the

it.,

statm oflirigation that was launched
against council after dey
Alan Hill from selling tobacco at
Henry House next to The Mohawk
Chapel.
After finding litigation had not proceded for a number of years Six
Nations lawyers suggested that
council move to have the action die

rada.

mimed.
With that in band council did secand reading which had been detarred and that ended with a 5 -5 tie.
Elected Chief Bill Montour broke
the de to allow the sale of tobacco
on bee owned lands
Tobacco was allowed for sale under
the following criteria;
.

..

-onlyyellow
can be

or

peach banded prod-

told

signage can be posted at the side
oldie mad near theplaze
-shops cannot sell ionic,.
said the [oh
lies are "made in an atmosphere we
don't really understand and if someone got sick we could be sued."
run

Elea...

Elected council says it hasn't approved election code, will close meetings
By Jamie Lewis

Writer
Six Nations Elected Band Council
says the newly voted on election
cooks not in effect here until the
band council approves it
As a result band council coed to
close more meetings last week de
spit` the objections of cooteillor
Helen Milk,
Tim Brubaeher Policy Dimino for
out
Six Nations Heeled council
ere
mid while
lining pot
b be
all council meetings
open its the pubic, mom in
sessions will be held behind closed

emir.

doors.

-

ore...

And dun raised the ire
for Helen Miller who sad council
will be keeping more secrets from
the community. You mean to tell
me if we have meetings with the
Aboriginl Affairs Minister Chris
Bentley we can't tell people what
the meeting was for'.
been
to in-

clude;',monalmarten,puelee,

a sales.

said.

Councillor Helen Miller, was inner

was merely reading the
list "Van got all of this listed, now
an earl say anything," she said.
Bmhetlt r said that every meeting
she

is open

session

in camera.

.

Williams said the election code
committee hold finished writing
to the newly you.un
election Code hanger and asked
for
extension.
all l
about
F
this policy. I am sorry that Steve.
Williams cancelled the Elation
Code presentation because ß, a
section of that new code it has
confidentiality pokey, " she said.
Mille said the new code, deals
with confidentiality and her fear is
Me two may not mesh.
"With the two we won be able to
tell the community anything".
9mbaoher quipped to the
"Fm sorry ere you suggesting
Nor under this policy, we canna
the

hams...

II the

community anything?"

-

"Well. Iam concerned. bow.,, if
you link at the election code Brays
council cant d° this. council can't
eel] and now the
m se

if

cane du name

Ming.' Mill

raid

IS.en the two
council can't tell the community
She said

that

anything
or imminent ,ale
l
-

of any

good' or minims. where Me public
the information could neg.lively affect councils interest in
sacra, any matters related
the
Me security of Six Nations Territory, Why that ism..geee al isbeinter- govcmmenml
yond
relation, you omean if we have
meetings with the Aboriginal affairs Minister Chris Bentley we
cant tell people what the meeting

beIicvo

T's Marls1`au-

Hefen
was for!. Including lobbying and
sea gier There is a
negotia
whole Est of thmga that
tell the community Miller added
Elected Chief Montour bM council
that the new election code policy in
not in place, nor has it beers an
elected by council, NO the Six Not
tions policy on governance is still
in place end that this pulley deals
with inwernere meetings,
Elected Chief Montour explained
when council gon from public
tee
foram, tom in camera se e

.e public
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resolution, or no resolution after coming out of an incamem session
Well, there is e Ito of what we can't
do. Is there anything we can lop"
asked Miller.
thought that was what the
n ewsletter was to repml n, council
etings»(Oougto
htH»
.e agenda was
for Karen (Karen Best Communications Officer) treats on what
happened at council, that's what)
thought this newsletter was for to
report on what council is doing,
1

the 1n- camera session ended, then

/fit E

_

.

except when Cosa.. to the
listed
and that they may be
issues

code chair Steve
Williams was unable to attend the
that election

security matters, personal

;

Councillor Miler told Bmbache'

a invited hackirr.
"When we come out of in camera
and go to open futon after the in
dead with, I have
camera issue
an Ibis bamw", with municipal
governments, this goes the Citizen,
a report on all that has happened
and there should be a vote immedi.sell alai the re- opening of coon<ik Elmo, Chief Montour added.
Bmbacher said that there has to be

he added.
She entwined the co

s

officer saying "I thought this is
what our ne

er was suppose to

do, but it is only owning what is
already in the newspapers. We are
not telling the community what we
are doing, and lam going to say
this again.' said it to the last council and 1 am saying it again, if we
make a decision in a closed meeting and I think it is something the

community should know about, I
am going to tell them, whether you
have this policy or not!" she added.
Councillor Wray Marecle says Mat
there will be two sets of minutes
one will be for in-camera and will
be confidential, and a Blond is one
for general council and will be
made public.
The motion approving the policy
ehange was passed by council with

only councillor Helen Miller ob-

jerd,

Roaming animals a problem
fly Jamie Lewis

safer for us to adopt out many ani

Wetter

reels along the way," she added.
With the concern of packs of dogs

Six Nations council was told that Ud
year animal control responded to
over 400compleintsabout dogs maBing lose on the TeNtory
Ruby Miller and U'. Tammy Indo.
Mom Greta River Vetdnsry CRoic

mid bard council the community is
in need ofapet weliness centre.
Miller told council that in the post
animals were pan down after 72
boors that is not done any more.
"We now try to link dogs sad cars
back to the owners and have pan
postings ofd. animals in the kennel

office!" she added.
They are meeting with other SPCA
con. to see how they deliver sew-

.,.

ices to sec

ifitean be done at

the.

moving around the temmry the ken(el has not been able to Mal with the
boas because of stair demies
Dr. 11omoc told council that in
march the kennel took in IS can
hem a home and six were pregnant
and one ham been spade.
o

She

.id d all those cats were toheee

litters by summer the home would
have been infested with over loo

"This happens from the inability of
peseta to turn over pet, people are
Tam, pet collectors, thatisbeceunc
people.itu the animal mpxngtobe
are going
she or

errata,. sod.

to keep them;' she added.

!Sat said because of that pmplc will onto faamaand aerie
Dr.

have
eteeheadopted clearing meilmds

from those

she.. and the basic as-

sesame.°femme., this Ras made

it
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All.
Man
Ned
an.
charged
man
un.
f
M h
caught with
.M
'p M
f
feyg
ha ban chao.
Pm.,wm
Cm=
alarm..
hr,
ObvutPolc
cum.
Am,
infra,
stolen car
Mc.
ä5v75,0113
Councillor complains no one listening to claims of pending disaster
rear -old Ohawekea, man has heen arrested by Brantford police after e petrel officer sported him driving e stolen vehicle.
At about 4:15 p.m. on August 5, a bmmtord Police Officer saw a man ramming a Chrysler Sebring on Dalhousie Street in the City of IitanttoN.
The car had been
stolen to the llama Regional Police Service on July 2O, 2010 The officer followed the vehicle and observed the man
park the vehicle in front of a business on Dalhousie Sbeeet The driver was
wagon The driverwaa found osa cire mssession
aka
of screwdriver, five
d.
punches. Ile was arm in possession of a wallet and blackberry stolen front the Hamilton area and
mv bona (
g
R
from a
the
ana Th
d
Ito
were
f,und
limy Wendell
I..
Road in
k
with
IIPmw,y Ob.
Possession fProgeny b
mined
Two
dhY<
finder S
.1
Instrument,
and Erato Comply with an Officertle.Charge Undertakng Ha was held in
bail hearing
oho h
regarding arao
our c,mmwny h asked to contact the Brantford Police Sep sic Auto Their Investigator
exr._J
M1

m keep the pets and
suit people
before long they are overrun.
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Jamie Lewis
Wrirer
Six Nations well know outspoken
councillor may have bitten off more
than she cen chew in her latest off
the cuff tirade against a local cum¡the

eeeeillor Helen Miller °bieeleg

relations, imet- govamment relans, lobbying strategy, litigation
r
and
bylaw policies;' Bruhacher

Aki,t1.

pang.

-

District Four councillor Helen
Miller, in another attack on Grand
River Enterprises has accused the
ompany of being involved salpa.
offal "environmental
r The problem is, the council
proof Whack up the claim.
Attempts by Turtle Island News to

Ns...

fino

of what she calls a "report" verifying her concerns from
get a copy

the environment office came to an

abrupt end Monday when band officials said there is no such repot.
And now the complainant Debohe band
Puree has
office not to release any informsion on her complaint, citing her
issue
property matter
II»blorefused interviews with The
Ila Island News or access to her
property to take photos.

M

do.

Environmental officer Clynt King
did tell Turtle Island News he vie
ited the home of the councillors

niece, next door to Grand River Erg

temrixs. G.R.E. but

he prepared

no report on the madam.
said an lawman memo
was generated en the issue, but no

Imam,.

reports.
To add to the confusion, Miller
Wok her complaint. band council
two weeks ago and now Is sending

out levers to the caller complaining
number of company bassimesses from engineers to newspapets who failed to look into the
issocooenvionnow and heal.ofand even the local Men's Fire
for not reacting.
The councillor says she is not engaging in electioneering with a
band election just three months
away.
The saga began two weeks ago
when Miller and her niece Deborah
Porter appeared at band council acsing GRE of coma ehm Debooh Power, well that Waled

aka.
flab

Positive for moli.
A large number of wells at Six Naens have tested positive for cadi
over the yea:.
In an odd Nis, without proof of
any wrongdoing, band council

voted to hook the woman, Chiefswood Road house up to the water
line and will charge Grand River
Enterprises for the cost.
Debbie Power had accused GRE of
contaminating her well, and killing
nearby boa. nor ark said she does
n. have the
or analysis to
backup her claim.
Porter told council GRE has been
having problem with their septic
system.
GRE is the pacen ofupgading its
n
system, a system similar
what is used at Six Nations
Co,
.hors. The work began No
months before Perrot launched her
complaint.
GRE president Steve Williams proaided a copy of the design and
plms to elected chief Bill Montour.
To help alleviate the woman's
problem band council agreed to
hook her up to the waterline that
sat Chiefswood Road Pontt
lino behind Tunk Island Mary
Band council did
drool how
they plan to hook the woman up.
Six Nations Elected Chef Bill
Montour said he would meet with
GRE about their plans but told
-

rep.

a

council he wanted to go Me the
wing armed with a !SCR agreeing
hook up Porter but demand
ing ORE pay for it.
"I think we have got to meet with
GRE and be very forceful and tell
them look Mu
.lad

hag.bnr.

Chief Mwww
Councillor Dave Hill 0.0 he had
concerns with passing the motion.
"We should wait 61 we get some
poor My well was contaminated
with e-c°litoo.lust about everyone, was. We don't have any prof
they (ORE) did h."

Councillor David Hill. said " we
don't know what has contaminated
that water, whether it s bore

G..,

because

.e

saying

hills
well sonlaminaied loo, but I want to know, bar
muse if we can't prove it" said Hill.
Heal. Canada rep Peter Hill said
any reports would
from the
environment office
Porter says she has hired a lawyer
to sue GRE for her loss of use of
her pmpeny and
wmanmua
Councillor Helen Miller. district
four councillor and Penh,', aunt
mid Williams mold her there was a

arc

problem with the septic
and
sm
GRE was working oniiL
Miller wed' l am asking council to
provide a letto of support requiring
GRE to provide a written report and
any supporting documentation, anlining any work currently being
done on die property in and around
Me sewage system," she said.
But councillor Chris Hill said
council has no policy to get involved in private property matters.
"Well the problem here is we ab+lisa) have no regulations for any
businesses
or
anufacm
They're on every block, everyone
end their dog is a manufacturing
p... Weneed to getsomewnkg se if they are near any maiden
tial property, and develop some
regulations," said councillor Chris
Martin.
Councillor Asa Hill agreed .ere
I
regarding
should be regulations
manufacturing around residential
and
ORE should b
invited to council to explain the
septic probl
I th nk we need to
invite thern Mire comment for fiat

pawn.

is

ping

M1

mind.. a.a

going to dora fix it, she

rho are

says_

Elected Chief wants youth council, youth wants a voice
...rote Lewis

the result

Wetter

added.

Six Nations Band Council has
formed its
TeethCagreed lois
a Youth Commission after debating

Elliott says they and to work with
other government structures inclW-

own..ouncit
fmbybfom

Tie ya,ai.,n
youth
report back
council in the fall

mesa

Knot

progress.

Elected Chief Bill Montour brought
a motion to council last Tuesday for

mobMkn and the formation of

she

Band council.
'Alta 11111 got
mat

e...andw

mead

ale

of those meetings;'

.f.

Bran.is very diRs-

work with ouncil sometimes,
t. manner
it is a difficult
through and it needs to be better,
there is no forum to work with became of the stmcture of council,"

mop

said

and raMO Watson.
"1 am MAY opinion that we are not
giving youth a proper voice in this

Idly meetings they discovered it is
very important to communications
with between the Band Council and

cavity and l feel the youth are

the youth.
She said recent meetings showed a
need
community centre to be

the .tore of Nis community and
their voice has b he heard," said
Elected Chief Bill Momom.
I

le

old thew

is a amen

dadas

,tips

within
amber of youth
the community and he said he would
like council to kola Cl forming a
you. commission.
"One that is not specific to one
group, but one that is specific to Six
Non» in general;' he added.
Maud Chief Montourr said that it is
time that canal heard from all of
Me community and Iha are youth are
Mc future.
He also asked that council look at
core fu.mg ancr its commission is
are

a

up

»Missy Elliott told council that sun-

eel you. pep fisc

M mating

She said that

following the commu-

fors

open, m well as the schools with
cil services geared to youth.
Wilson added that.ae is going to
be a you. rally from August 20 -22

should have been given to everybody, because that was a gold
thing," Elliott said.

ie ally

met 75 you., they were dancing
and singing and it was run perfectly.

"h was

a

very

proud... to mod

near these youth and ithuns me Nat
most of you did not know about Nat,

because of

lack

of communication

know you communicaliun director knew about it became I told
her personally;' he added.
Elliott said communications seems
to bee pmblem.He said Mac arrow°
more you. group that want. hold
doable the meineil house.
and

I
I

LW WAREHOUSE OUTLET

GRAND OPENING!

Thursday August 12 at 9:00AM

miss
M'SSA

drbecouncil ho osc.

wi..e

issue of
corm deal
issues;"
she
and
other
suicide
said She said the rally is hoped to
gather input that can he compiled

fora strategy.
Chief Montour said, "Wive got to
introduce these people at a young
age of what it akm to run a comm.
and

ratty

CouncìlleiCarl Bill guestioed what
me in place for the
seamy
tcp»crld have asked theSle AsF
b provide emi ,'nmlied Elixir

to discuss issues that they face from

'Oiled the things l am Mann.

suicide including drug and alcohol
use and the lack ore community en-

is

wesulvehad
commuesenm
suicconhd
had
unitye
meetings
is
this i,
over de issue of suicide area thi,

Liver

Ile said that the social brought in

pas

Nations Youth Council after
having meetings with Missy Ellion
a Six

asd

ember Was Elliott
raised their hands.
"Ok that information cons given to
your Communication Officer and it

better communications between
us, and those of us that me older1
many here
ham council,
Mho
were awes
be social over," the c Commune
Community
nvo weak= ago,"
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who gets a say on if its official
Six Nations has been in a quandary about its "custom election codefor dead.
At least three band councils have struck committees to look at how
improve the code.
I Each one bas come back w
number of recommendations.
But the commonality among them has always been a need wake
band council itself more accountable to the community, and to force
council members to adhere to the code
Strange that fora decade the community, who poled Itself, rev.
ing its own election code, has been trying to for. integrity into the
elected system but has been handcuffed by the vary people it elects
under its code.
The ongmators of We code had no idea future council chiefs and
eouncillors would actually work to find a loophole in the election
code.
After all, what politician does
Normally caught in a dastardly deed the politician lakes the high
road, resigns or steps down from office and cleans up their mess.
Hem that dotal often happen,
What has happened over the preceding years since the custom election code has came into plays different interpretations of the same
election ode, by the very people It is
keep in line
Bind councillors or chiefs have ignored or 0- defined sections of
the code that dal with councilors adherence to the code. We have
wen people told wank the court system to stretch their seat out to
the end of a term.
We have seen other councilors told to resign for other reasons and
then seen them cleared of charges.
We even saw one chief claiming to be able to take. moan, keep
the Chief's job here and lake on Assembly of First Nations national
leadership tabu the same time
We have seen councilors allowed to remain on council despite not
abiding by the codes residency rcquirenena or criminal codes sections And we have seen council allow it
Last month Six Nations went to the election polls to vote on
changes to the election code
Less than one percent of the population attended and for some that
is an excuse not balmy the changes to lake place. Changes that pull
in the reins on amt council members.
But leu remember in the gander prom¢ less than eight per ant of
the people here voted the last election and that was seen as a large
number.
With an election only three months away we already have potemial
candidates crying that the coming election should be held under the
old code, not the new one because of the number that tamed out.
nothing re the Six Nations Custom Election Code that dictates
p carnea must nano. to vole for changes.
says simply a vote has to be held to make changes.
A vote was held. The changes
pine.
No where does
dea it say the Six Nations Bind Council has to approve
the newly voted on election code changes.
That idea, put ,forward toot rev} by Elected Chief Bill Montour is
tantamount to a dictatorial regime.
Band Council does not have ree right to think it sits in controlnfthe
election coda.
Band Council does not have the authority to over rule a community vote.
Band
does gel to
the community. decision.
Whether they like it or not
It is the system hay exist undo and as such, ow that leaves them
with nu throe but to In the community ekes

Global
First
Solution:
Impressions - Pan One
Wow! At first glance the seventeen page deaomere is seaming.
At first reading, it is overwhelming. At second reading, it is troubling. Upon nary close review of
the different issues presented, the
entire document becomes door.
noted. A fuser ranting for pase and tone finds the document
A

M

.

.a'

pt'

.

mom

h

I

I

I

That
,.ask

It

1

anal

ado.

¢rely lacking.
s The facts of our history that
brought us to Six Nations of the
Grand Rives arc herby amaing,
There isn't one of use who isn't
proud of our ancestry and heritage
and the pan it
in the creation
of Canada. From the time we were
children, we've all head Canada
sows w a debt they can lieVel
repay. While my Grandfather and
I played cribbage, he would often
remind me "our business is with
Canada, our business is with the
Omni. So we've all grown up
with bits and pieces of the total
"relationship picture,"
can set the work of macy different hands in the collection of the
information provided in A Global
Solution and l most appreciative
for the fans about our history So,
thank you to all those people who,
over the past three decades, have
to this overview.
Alai
What I duel appreciate Rom the
document was the subjective our.
rative Wet is sprinkled liberally
Mood
The fact of our history and contributions are strong and
powerful enough m take to any

a

negotiating table - unnecessary
banter serves only m a distraction
tram serious and long overdue
undertakings.
In Pant One of my review of A
Global Solution, I would like to
ask a number of questions to keep
in mind as you read and consider
the document
Q Why the sudden ahF in focus
from land Claims Land Rights?

Q

Why the
dal
inclusion of
The 1T01 Tree, of Nolan with

out the corresponding and equally
1701
Leary of

',anent

Montreal?

sparked the sudden
enlightenment
nt
hat we need to
o the discussion of self
Q:

What

Entitlement?
el Explain the continued fascination with be failed term

'herewlpelu -

the

the sudden aman into
process of Treaty Land

r

see little us in requesting a rela-

w tan. and maontenwcid"
Q Explain haw the land value in
A Global Solution compares to
those prepared in 1000 Neal the
interest of meow, for litigation
funding?
Q. How da
pooh. earmarking
taxes to
paid to
-nor

daub,

Haudenosounee

between Elated Council and
Confederacy Council decision

M

Sir

O

Governments

(Page

I5

bullet under
Arrangements)

Other

rst
first
Fiscal

rrc

relationship of Elected Council and
Clederacy Councils
Q. Explain
why
desperation
should determine our decision
making?
Q Explain how misrepresenting
?h e
Irks of the Exploration
Process (20M1 helps build trek in
your current initiative? (Page 10
Sol paragraph under Litigation
Driven By Desperation).
Q.. What is Me,ellto m e arm Jed
to A Global Solution'
Q: What iv the cost attached to
A Global Solution?
Q lion will this initiative be
funded?
Q. Will an electronic version of
A Global Solution be paned on the
six Nations Council website for
Q.. What is

the

a

u

r off
(Checking

-story

Arms;
"

wsn
wsknalioncat

down, appear

s.

to

it

bepwted)

have dozens mort questions to
ask about A Global Solution. I
have only fan comments to conI

cluck Pao I.
A Goal Solution is

ache

with

infommtiou but sorely lacks in
objectivity and appreciation for the
curr
political dynamics within
Six Nations of the Grand Rive. I
have odd hooray. the solutions
for many of our issues can be capund in three words damn govmanse and development
We
Ned to deal with them separately

requiring Parliamentary
oversight unless we a Six Nation
of the Grand River begin the work
necessary In building our own
facilitate claims
resolution
on (Claims Commission
and reestablish the Six Nations
Trust): 2) oversm anon building

and 3) develop federal
and provincial legislation that provides our rightful share from
development within our tcnitones.
I'm not recommending AGIbal

Solution but rather
Strategic Solution
David M. General

more

s

Councillor complains no one is
listening to her
Many people have come rep to me
when Pm out and about or have
called me on the phone expressing
concern about all the dead trees on
the propenies adjacent to Grand
River Enterprise (GRE). About six
years ago when GRE began
its

stied

plant

an

industrial -

pa lad sewage system was

constructed This sewage system

is

about 150 foal from Debra Puns
house, 100 feet from her well.
Last fall Ms. Pour complained.
me about the strong smell of
sewage permeating from tic septic
system. She said her well tested
positive for Ecoli. Ms. Porter
iced and was alarmed by the
large number Waco that had died
in her bush.
Today any one driving by can set
the stark contrast between the trees

Last April after several attempts
ro set up
mating I finally met
with Mr. Williams
Ms. Pollees comma and my concerns about the environment Mu
Williams said he would look into
the situation. laded Mr. William
for a report n to war GRE would
be doing. That was the last time I
heard from him.
When my
get a report
filed I vowed my frustration to
Chief Montour. He phoned Mr.
Williams and was told GRE would
be fixing the septic bed, Even
though I was glad to hear theete.,e
had concerns about the the clean
up of the environment. So Chief
Montour said he would even
Mr. William about a meeting.
This meeting never took place.
So I was left with. choke but
to take my issue to the July 6
(anal Council meeting where
Chief Montour was lama to all
up
meeting between GRE and
council. Then at the July 13
1

the system.
When Ms. Potter complained to
me f had CIMt King e, Nations
Environment Officer,
Wayne Martin, Forestry and Peter
(Continued on page 7)

furl.

top.

sles@Melumas,andnews.cam. check

our webshe at

wwwthe.rnaisiandnews.com

aura.

off..

General Finance meeting Chief
Montour said he had met with Mr.
Williams. Needless to say I was
quite upset that he chose to meet
with Mr. Williams in privas
Again Chief Montour war d
ed to invite Mr. Williams to the
August 3 General Council meetaGo Friday July 30I received
an email from Chief Montour that
said too Williams warns the meetmg
l strongly disagreed

more.
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German scientists
enuaa say they re waned and da
appointed a court has Mock¢ their research
plans for Arc
wan which are hang coma
cred for moo
aa
Put researchers aboard the icebreaker
Polonium say they will obey a ruling that stops

awake

August 11. 2010

them from

I
east
Lancaster
bound Thew plane arc blocked m Sunday
after a judge ruled the federal gov m
adequately amok local lml
h
one the aiunw n
ou d h m the reg n s

011iwals at me Alfred Wegener Institute,
g the research, have expressed

udi.

.ith

our

North America's

X

ruing after the July
General Council meeting when
mark the issue public I received

to commumcros with mutt

does not have a septic bed system: she has a holding

lank. Furthermore, Ms. Powless

also made several slanderous
wsobstantiatd comment. about
Ms. Porter and her family that had
nothing to do with the environrnent. M. Powless also accused
me

mail

of being
be
in

beano Ms. Porter Is my
ace. But the way I look at it Ms.
Porter has the right to complain to
me as Malone councilor about
endronmental issues and expect
action whether she is my niece or
not Nor should I ignore an mora.
'pommel disaster because ifs on
Private Property.
Prom my perrymetive all I'm
doing by raising this issue and
bringing it to the forefront is showing good leadership, being a good
councilor and doing the job l was

elate do.

District Four Councilor
Helen Miller
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Wbat do you do with a band councillor in
search afar issue!
Mention Dist ric t Four councillor Helen Miller nary former band council
chief and the eyebrows go up, the eyes roll, and they politely my, she's a

chats,

Witbout any doubt over he years Helen Miller has raised a number of
salid issues first and foremost among Mom is the public's right to know
and the balding of open le 00OIs. A issue we cm gm behind
But the latest appear to come out of nowhere and leads one down a
strange inking path leading only to the question of what is the councillor
doing?
A neighbour tactually right behind Turtle Island News) who also happens
to be the nrunoillor's niece went to council recently to complain her well
is
wM ennui Ito a strange complaint the community is rife
contaminated wells).
But she went on to blame a neighbouring company, and admitted to council
she had .poor they had done anything to
ll cause her problem
Next came the councillor adamant something had to be done to help her
ace
make Grand River Enterprises accountable, for an action no one
ass use they were responsible for.
Oddly council voted to install waterline for Porter and charge GRE,
despite concerns raised by some councillors of a lack of proof of any
wrongdoing
Fast forward to this week, and Mills, freling left out of the picture, sends
a steaming letter to the
with accusation ado,
against
several local companies from GRE w a loco, engineer, the media, the
Men's Fire and anyone else that came to mind. accusing everyone of
ignoring her.
Something not eery to do.
interestingly enough during the rink the councillor mentions GRE, the
elected chief and even ka yea
met to work
r.idents issue,
what ever it turned
But the councillor an 't satisfied that her niece is satisfied,
She begins to cite phantom capons and demand a clean W plan and wants
to know basically why she anti been Meldd. the talks, and why isn't
anyone listening to her.
She even takes shots *Link Island News who as a constituent In her
Mona raised a similar properly issue but the
refitted to get
involved in the complaint.
So, what do we have left
Well, no report exists according to bad commit employe. Urea stipulates

dine,.

[0N0Á1510

.a.m
mmm
a.a

MONTHS- 't]0. "'

ka

abbe

our.

co...

.mg.

GRE dad

Ed Natc hello Island News is
also in Ms Porter, district and
asked her for Aar now consideration she gave her nice in dealing
with property Moves. She refused.
This letter has been heavily edited
to prevent dam00ee to local firms
and individuals. Ms Miller win
asked to rewrite the later to deal
with the potentially libelous etatenear. She refined

1

Postal Code:
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Column

a

my

Ica.

By Lynda Powless

I

prop,
0.M. Pons

Name.
Province:
Email address:

The Helen Factor
6

letter from Lynda Powless, pub
lisher /editor, Trek Island News.
She carywiml about M. Porter's
septic system "illegally dumping
m ac lock of my property making it impossible for me to use that
property, not to mention having to
deal with the smell fan the leakage" Ms. Powless went on to say,
"If band council is now going to
evolve itself with private property
complaints I implore you to
demand that she clean up her
sewage system so it...snot dump

aind

`reel.

nor.

Band politics and strange fellows

and told Chief Montour if the
meeting was closed I adds. be
theta. Council can close the meeting as per Mt. Williams wishes,
bin that won't hide all the dead
trees. It would be better public
relations for GRE to step up to the
plate and tell the community this is
what happened and this is what we
are doing to fix it
In my attempt to seek support, I
contacted Kenny Hill who often
works for the Confederacy
Council when itcomesteenvironnml is
issues and asked him to
speak to be Men's Fire, From
what I understand the Men's Fire
clonal went to get molest
Last week the headline in the
Turtle reds: "Community a.m.
hers stop (rucks; no poop on back yard" Yet when it comes to then
own community, they choose to
close
eye. Who bunch of
hypocrites!
even get the media's anondock The Turtle Island News has
not printed one word about this
issue, even though it's right in their
backyard. Now if these dad trees
were off-reserve pitues would be
dotard all over the front pages
of our local newspapers.
Ideal feel have the fall sup,
ton of chief and council either.
Seems to me they would rather the
issue went
y. One councilor
questioned ¢ why council war
involving itself with pram prop wry Another councilor works for
GRE.
I'm not out to get ORE as some
people might think. I appreciate
they employ
lot of people. I
appreciate the sewage system is
appreciate
being renovated
they fe mining with Ms. Pour.
Burl amdisappointd.l had hoped
we could work together on a plan
of action.
There are issues here Ms Pons
has retained a lawyer to protect her
interests. What she and GRE
decide to do is really none of my
hasta I got M and GRE to
meet so my work is done. The
clean up althea
Here's another twist The very

I Native Weekly Newspaper!

Pus-

the controversy. They say they had
received .l, medal P
and
mdwM1
an pant
al
Wm, Resources Canada

abundant wildlife
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Q vExplain

we need to deal with them concur.
l

According to the report "The onsite inspection revealed that the
wastewater being discharged from
ORE, apparently through the peat
land system, was not being treated
adequately. The wastewater had a
black color with a whin scummy
film on top and hid a very strong
wage odor" Mr. King also
searched the
office
filar and found "no information of
any historical contamination contoms
ny honesa rev this (Ms. Pons's)

cran...
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The complaimmt has in fact asked the band not to release any information
about the issue that she herself made very public.
A health officer who says it is an environment issue and if report existed that's wMre it would come Sole.
An environment officer who says no report has been issued or undertaken.
A company accused of creating a future phmtom envimnmenlal disaster
who is working with their neighbor to right whatever wrong she thinks
she has suffered.
And a councillor who has 00000. Od about the largest private employer.
the community.
A councillor who has complained abort a I.al evaiteesg limo.
A councillor who has complained the media haven't taken her seriously.
who has complained that even Mc local Men's fire wont get
involved.
A councillor who says she cent even get the support of her .Iwmcl
What do we have eowciuor M need of an issue with an election,

Amt..

around. corner.
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Family and friends come together
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NEW CREDIT -Famiy and friends gathered over the

weekend to play ball at the second annual Laurie
'Mugs" General Ball Tournament at
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SIX NATIONS -The Six Nations
Arrows of the Ontario Lacrosse
Association junior "A" selle
embarrassed
a
the
Orangeville
ille
Woodmen last Sunday night at the
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Lacrosse.

game were down 4-1 after one
period and 9 -6 after two periods
recovered and say
season eend with a 14 -5 drubbing.
"You never wear to lose w Nano!
11
this,. said
your fans, especially like
Arrow Coach Marshall Abrams.
He says the team played as god a
possible and this is a learning lesson for them.
After the first period five Six
Nations Arrows were given hon
firs for their work throughout the
season by the Ontario junior "A"
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The Arrows than went on a three
goal run to cut tic theIngame 66,
scoring three goals in under a
minute.
Cupids scored at 505 after he
gathered a pass from Ryan
Burnham and hammered a low
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Early in Merird periodfiuslralion
began to set in m Sù Nation Mike
MacNamara was called for check ing from behind.
On the pwerpll Nobel fired a
low shat that caught the Arrows
goal, giving his team aa 10-6 lead.
Two minutes later Orangeville
went an their consecutive powerplay after Chancy Mmes was
tagged for slowing at 13:13 hen
an
e way to the penalty box he
chow a few words to the referee
which cost him a second two minutes, then began arguing with the
referee and
lly tossed from the
game.
Six Nations killed off the first
penalty and as time was running
out on Nc word Johnson penalty
Orangeville Andrew Suitor driftd a pass to Noble, his shot blew
past Johnson and into the Arrows
goal to give dio Nonhnxn an 11 -6
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That goal chased John... from the
goal and David Dimseio carne in to
try
soap the bleeding.
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H'll
Johnson sent a
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Six Nations
to bear the
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goalie.
The Arrows responded after Joey
Cupido gathered a loose ball and
broke into the Nonhmen zone and
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Nobel scored his sixth goal of the
game twenty seconds later after he
Hole Pet Saunders pass in front of
the Arrows goal and dropped a
high shot past Dimscro.
With nine minutes left in the third
Mc Arrows scored ens Johnny
Powl. fired and stick shot that
made im way in
the Notomen
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the Orangeville goal.
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The Noarmen scored three goals
in h final minutes of the second to
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At 5:29 Kedoh Hill lobbed a shot
cr the shoulder of Ward and 42
seconds after that Randy E.

Iona Pass m
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Award for Rookie
year.
The Northman opened up ad early
2-0 lead with goals from Brock and
Jeremy Noble.
Su Nation cut into the lead after
the Arrows controlled the play and
moved Mohan wmthe Orangeville
zone Where Alex Kedoh Hill sent a
pass to Marty Hill who bounced a
low shot pass goalie Dillon Ward.
The
regained they two
goal led late in the first when
Adam Jon and Sorensen tallied,
111 d
giving the North
after mone period
Bìgh en seconds into the second
period Orangeville's Sorensen our
the draw and sent a pass to Cody
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Team
All Sur and Mike
MacNamara was selected to the
Second Team All
.
Goalies Randy Johnson and Ovid
Dimcio were given the Ruben
lydelvillnAwarA_ar the.bast goals
against andiohnny ['oarless was
k
as Ned the Joey Ne
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Mahon who,
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Kedoh Hill who fired a shot
wards the Orangeville goal
where junior "B" can up Quinn
Powless fired it into the Nodose
goat
Cody MnMShon replied and Ma
Johnson on e stick side a minute
to give Orangeville a four goal
lead.
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Last Friday night was filled

Lizards defeat
Nationals in final
game of season
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Nominations

The Selection Process

These award will be presented to a community organizer
who has worked with either youth or community groups at
the grass roots level and have not received the level ofrecognition deserving their work. The community organizer will
have been involved in organizing spores or recreation activities; arts and cultural activities; education or health related
activities. Five awards will be selected from nominations
across the country; one in each category and one overall.

The successful candidates will be selected by the Board of
Directors of the Dreamcatcher Foundation

Who is Eligible?

The Dreamcatcher Foundation
PO Box 659
Oshweken, Ontario NOA IMO
(905) 768 -8962 telephone
(905) 768 -8963 fax
d.ca

How do we Nominate Someone?
The nominating sponsor can be an individual, a community
group or sonic recognized entity such as a Band Count,
Aboriginal business, etc. The nominators should provide a
letter of no more than 3 pages with the following details:

One paragraph describing die sponsoring nominator
Name and location of the individual being nominated
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When do the Nominations have to be

for you to showcase your great ideas
and WIN BIG PRIZES in the process!
If you have

that

a

new product,

a

new process, or

a

The nominations musc be received no later than
August 31, 2010 and can be sent by mail, fax
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or e-mail to:
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LIVE THE

DREAM!

Give yourhdream

to 5250,000

for your Innovation or ideal

Couriered proposals should be sent to
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will the Awards be Presented?

presented at die Annual Droameaaher
Gala October 21th at the Hamilton Convention Centre.
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Date: September 14, 2010
Location: Osoyoos

D

Alberta
Date: September 16, 2010
Location: Edmonton
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ENTER TODAY!
YOU COULD
WIN UP TO S15,000
IN PRIZE MONEY!
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SHOW US
YOUR STUFF!
rarncipate in an exciting,
dynamic environment ..

V
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project a mance to
come true!

inform

The Dreamcatcher Foundation
3201 Second Line Road
Hagersville, Ontario NOA 1HO

new program

directed at the Aboriginal marketplace, or if you are an Aboriginal Inventor
with an invention you need the world to see, we want to showcase your idea
Make your pitch to our panel of investors for possible

submitted?

description of the persons' community involvement
Who this persons' involvement has meant to the
community
A short description of the successes achieved

The

r

Einils to be held at the Hamilton Convention Centre October 21. 2010
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E

IT'S BACK! The Event of the Year

Purpose of This Award

Assy Aboriginal person in Canada.

"...

Dreamcatcher Charitable Four dation Presents

TF.

CATCHER
AWARDS Call for

ISLAND

Date: September 20, 2010
Location: Saskatoon

0 Manitoba

-

Date: September 22, 2010
Location: Winnipeg

Ontario

.

Date: August 18, 2010
Location: Ottawa

O Quebec
Date: September 24, 2010
Location: Montreal

Atlantic Provinces
Date September 9, 2010
Location: Sr. Mary's First Natron, Fredericton

0 North of 60 (Nunavut, Yukon, Northwest Territories)
Date: September 28, 2010

Loath: Whitehorse
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Styres picks up first win of season
By

fro traffic, that gave Dykstra the
high line and he slipped ìe behind

Jamie Lewis

Miler
his firs Glenn
OHSWEKE
Styresathi ea
captured the
c.a.
er lky this season d the Big IX.
Milky Kechka and Lam smear
the twenty lap Canrrow Sprint Car
femme on the from
Style look Ile high line n the
track and ripped into u huge lead.

Ila la.
On lap 12 the slower Hto tranen
had to once .gam yield to franc
Blowing Kyle Moft m slip into
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pan

on the low side

neck m rake sixth place.

o, the

feature win Friday night after
fending off multiple challenges
from Jeremy Hughes. Hughes in
fact was alongside Cote in
three on the last lap, but made contact with an infield tire marker and
settled for second.
Jarrett Burton
n claimed third, followed by Derek Chats.. and
Rodney Rutherford.

the main challenger.
Goulding tried hard but came up
short by just a few feel for the win.
Back in the pit area Hilbom's ear
did not pass the technical iropecMr Goulding was awarded the
win, followed by dim Swing, Dave
Bailey, Abel Carole.. and Steve
Hess.

lowed by Deem H btuk, Billy
Bleich, and Ryan Dinning.
In the Esso Mini Stocks Art Hill
Memorial Rick Robinson and
Kevin Hilbom began the forty-two
lap feature in honour of fallen
racer An Hill with Hilbom taking
the

led,

Hilkern spent much of the race
fending off charges from Steve
Hess, but in the late going points
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Delhi Calf end Country Club
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11:30 am Shotgun start
Cost is $t,000 Includes
Free Practice Round for Prep* Registrations
Gog, Cart. Breakfast Steak Dinner,
GM Competitions and Prizes.
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while Node. Dykstra. Kmchka
second, third and feu.. as Styes
blew across the finish line to lake
his first win at the Ohsweken
Speedway this season.
In Ife,, Thunder Stacks Jamie
Cox too took the femme after
Bernard Naburg slowed .corner
allowing Cox To
by
Nieburg finished for second. foe.
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General Motors dealers
Aitken Chevrolet Buick
GMC would like to extend
a warm welcome.
to
II you are looking for service
or warranty repairs, parts
purchases,
As one of the

or used vehicle we

willSeat

eldab_eiee
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purchased your
roue prenons
vehicle.
As part of our way of sat
ing welcome here is a

service work performed in
repair facility over
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home style cooking:
Monday to Friday 7 am- 7 pm
Saturday lam - 2pm
Sunday 7 am - 2pm
Group bookings are also available.
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piano Bar Nightly
',The Wedding chapel
Gift Certificates Available
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ITALIAN EXPERIENCE!
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All -new outdoor patio
6'x8' projection TV Screen
Outdoor Bar & Grill &
New garden menu
J
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Call for ...emotion 1- 888-498 -3131
Paris Rd. West cr... BB, Pa....Ulna Rd., BRANTFORta
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Watch the Fifa World Cup
,,.like you're there

out 350.00
perlorned a Aitken Motors Ltd
Expires Sept 30. 2010
limit ore aurae lee ore natd a
oMran
a carpools valid
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$28.95 each
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GMC

you like one of our family
regardless of where you
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Breaded Spec amen.

Your Choice of DESSERT of the DAY

Food
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'ewe'
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$20. OFF

Home Cooked
Comfort Food

120.00 coupon good for any

1

'

Your choice of MAIN ENTREE
Potatoes, Fresh Vegetables
Bread and Spread
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You can visit the Kingswood for good family

APPETIZER of the DAY or Homemade SOUP
or Chef's SALAD
LEMON SORBET

'rf

1'49

Thursday August 12, 2010
Per rseq:a/.n/ion Contact
Jo ifs Y.noGr Shop: 319- 113-1732
arr ratan /rrra:'sponsors ron/er/
Per

Veers ill.. OS
Morning Special

CHEF'S DINNER SPECIALS
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ALL DAY
BREAKFAST
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INC

Proceeds to M1awenni:io L'assxni:,s'o Scholarship

$135 Per Golfer
4 %Ian Scramble

Swiss_
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110 Fairview Dr.
BNntlord Vents, maea

RIVER6END
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The Kingwood Restaurant, at 43 oat
Street West, has been satisfying hungry
appetites in Brantford since 1934 and new
owners Tim and Gayle Barnes want to keep
up the tradition by offering family style food
at affordable prices .their newly moos atal
restaurant The Barnes waned to create a
warm and inviting atmosphere for families of
all sines to come and enjoy a home cooked
meal and with seating for 52 the brami,m
surely has enough room for any size
gathering. King
s
friendly and
courteous w
staff will make you dining
one to remember and keep you
mire back week after week for more. Tim
prepares all the homemade food from scratch
in his revamped kitchen and .Ian a wine

] for
famous
mouth waeslnli
chips
2 piece fish

Ile lnorial Golf Toarnnmenf
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IMF

Daily Lunch Special
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(Dine In only)

Eugene Smith &Family
oeh Gotland

Einra

Sryrw stretched his lead in larva
traffic M. Dain Cards filming
the lead of Styr, slicing his way
through lap traffic.
Mikey Kochi . film Huppunen
and Dave Dykstra all bailed for
positions in the by five halfway
through the 20 lap feature.
Dykstra passed Huppunen on lap
eleven after Hatpin. had to slow
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Fift Ramos

(Moto by Janie Lewis)

Cheryl Jamieson
We Thomas Jr
Fermi,.
Guy
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labia
LIN 7th AnnualThomas
CO

selection of satisfying comfort food including
big, juicy hamburgers, maeloaf, Triple A
Angus beef and Iron roast beef sandwiches.
Tim ache wants to serve foods that take
people back to when "burger was a burger,"
hand pressed with all the trimmings and
...cost n arm and a leg. Although, a meal
I
the Kingswood isn't
meal, without
ordering one of Tim's moutbwawring dnats
created right farm his mama Gwen s nett(
book. So, why not end your family meal with
a hot beverage and one of Tim's ácedem
dawns including the crowd pleasing baked.
.,.ware cheery or peanut butter crunch per
The Kingswod offers daily luncheon and
breakfast specialsb d
oar the week, and
the Kingswood breakfast special is a gnat
deal at $5.95, which includes two eggs, home
fries ur choice of bacon, hem.
sage
and toast. Tim
specialty Mind.,' ineekis
will please you with choices every week such
one bmecoli and cheese and asparegus tips and
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CARLOW RONALD WAYNE
At the Brantford General Hospital

LIEBER,

son) and Elaine Lickers.

Dear

groamWta of mead gradren
peat grandchildren dg
great

1

grandchildren. Predeceased by her
daughter Elaine Chunks. Parents,
Charles and R1Mc (Harris)
Clench; si
net Mae
and her brother Andrew Clench.
Visitation will be held at the styres
Funeral Home. 1798 4111. lime
m on Wednesday August
al
2010 from 68 p.m. Service
201
will beheld Wednesday Evening at
7:30 p.m. firemen. to follow with
0
Interment
Cleared Remains at
Christ
Chock Sù Nations
on Saturday August 14, 2010 at 10

lam..

Rely

Notices
Inspection
Notice of Aerial Herbicide Spraying
French Severn Forest
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Oliver would like to wish his sister.
JADA Happy 1st Birthday today

ur

Lupton al
Law Oliver (Atom & Dad)

THANK You
"A BIG'THANK -YOU^
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Cam Patterson would like tohaok
Dreamcatcher Fund for my
2009 -2010 Hockey Season.
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Dear

rare

thank the
ber
Fund for purchasing an air mattress
for me 1 really appreciate all the
support they have given me.
I
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524154
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www.thetudleisladnews.com

to one of the

tf" Olrtario

would like to mime our
heartfelt appreciation and thank
everyone that made the loss of our
so
brother and uncle'
Brian "AR.' Porter
A little easier to hare Thank you to
his Gram's Donna and Joyce for
always being there for Buddy. the
daily phone calls made his day- To
my sisters Flo, Tray, Clan. (labs.
Brenda, lo, Jean, Nancy, Carolyn,

COMMUNITY EVENTS REAL ESTATE
FOR RENT
aaraf° ;°:ú,;,;
COTTAGES FOR RENT

We

momma how
grateful we are and how much you
arc appreciated. All your hard work
idnt go unnoticed and
To Alisha thank you so much for
everything. To our brothers Ber.
Jod, Sid and Richard, Ed and
Ronde lhzNCyou for being there for
us. Bert and Val thank you so much.
Thank you Marilee for all your hard
work ad the errands you did.
Thank you Valinda and Nikki for
making the pictures posters and all
you did. Thank you Lily for you(
special tom soup and for
your air
even though it
as so hot are. To Larry Lava the
com scup was awesome. And m
Shea for her courage to be able to
rand up and express her love for
Buddy. Thank you An for reading
the eulogy and for being here with
us. Thank you Rob, Clayton, Ricky,
Sid, Dan and Wayne for carrying
Bud to his final resting place. Arid
big thank you to all our Nieces,
Nephews, Aunts and Uncles and all
fleets cousins for your kind words
and visits. Thank you to everyone
who came to sit and visits. Thank
you
who came to sit and
visit with us at the house, just being
herewith us merle much. Thank
you Albert for the wooden flowers,
Bud would have really liked them.
To Bing, Lisa. Linda, Boone and
staff for cooking such wonderful
meal for m. Thank you
who sent Flowers, food and cards.
Thank you to the Sault family for
your beautiful singing, it was very
comforting. Think you Richard and
slag, and SN Paramedics for
everything you did for IR. Thank
you Porto Dan
foe the
wonderful service. Thank you to
anyone we may have missed.
Love and faith will carry m (brew
tilwe meet again,
T. Roe, Shea, Clayt, Cassandra,
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Calrrawriya for plkes to advertise
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The family of the late
Cathy R. Clause wishes to express
our
re thanks and appreciation
a family and friends for their
impassion and kindness during the
recent loss of our dear
other,
er. grandmother and aunt Cathy
ring demon and the support
wt livesreceived showed how many
Iha
touched while she was
here. She will Informer missed and
remain in m hearts forever. Words
aloe canne express
r thmk< to
the amazing team on the 3rd Floor
ICU South ad the CCU on
Floor at the Hamilton Gated
Hospital A special thank you to
evertor who stopped by to see
Cathy, especially Brenda, Joan and
Eunice for sitting with us at the
hospital. There are
many people
to thank who went above and

'h

the.

o

beyond helping hits during Ms very
diifimlt time through
om of
condolences, food, cards, monetary
donations, flowers, and you
attendance. Thank you to nephews
Darryl, Brandon, Landon, lames,
Jonathon and Ethan for carrying
Cathy to her final resting plow.
Thank you to Colin Sandy for
taking care of the wake, Tammy,
Dale, Mina and Cheryl for taking
care of the meals, and to everybody
who cooked and made sure every-
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Welding Techniques
A

1

For more information contact, Kathy Baker at 519- 426 -8260 x 223

SUN

GODIWENAR
(Cayuga Language Nest)
IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

WANTED:
Gyuga

WANTED
I

AY AUGUST 15

dates

rote m

S2.00/bag,

M k

Seeking native artists to display
naive crags at new coin sat
contact Mohawk Trading Post at
5-0868

Turtle Island

TROY GREENE IS
AVAILABLE FOR READINGS

Children age 2 -3 or Pre 1W
K.
(toilet termed)
Piek -up an application at Stonddge CALL (905) 768 -4479
Child Center. Or call 905-765-5872 To book au appointment time.

merchandise

Shop now for xmas and save,
Sale starts Wed All 119 Thru
Wed Aug 184.
'Free draws all week long'
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to School Feature
call Amy @
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MULTI--FAMILY YARD SALE

°Rain Date: August 22, 2010
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COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE
CPV Nanticoke Energy L.P. Natural Gas Supply Pipeline Project
Hagersville

Caledonia

Ohsweken

Ancaster

August 23, 2010
4:00 - 8:00 p.m.

August 24, 2010
4100 - 8:00 p.m.
Caledonia Lions Club
(Main Hall)
100 Haddington Street,
Caledonia

August 25, 2010
4:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Sis Nations Community Centre
1738 Fourth Line, Ohsweken

August 26, 2010
4:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Anteater Fairgrounds
(Mamis Hall - Hepworth Room)
630 Trinity Road, Ancaster

HagersvBTe Community Centre

(Main Hall)
62 Main Street South,
Hagersville

CPV Nanticoke Energy L.P. (CPV) invites you to a
Community Open House for the Natural Gas Supply Pipeline
Project.
CPV has been actively developing a new natural gas powered
power plant in Nanticoke, Ontario since 2007. To supply the
proposed facility, the construction of a new natural gas
pipeline will be required. The proposed pipeline would connect
to the existing TransCanada Pipeline (TCPL) located on the
outskirts of the City of Hamilton, Ontario.
This Open House

will provide information regarding the

proposed natural gas pipeline as well as the CPV Nanticoke
Energy Center. The session will highlight the Study Area being
considered and present the alternative routes being evaluated
for the CPV Natural Gas Supply Pipeline Project.
Representatives of the Project will be in attendance to discuss

the Project, answer questions and record any comments. Your
feedback is valued and welcomed at the Community Open
House or at any other point throughout the process. For those
interested about receiving information about the proposed
natural gas pipeline in the future, a sign -up sheet will be
available.
Please direct any inquiries, comments or requests

regarding the Project to:
David Matches, Project Manager
Duncan M<Eachem,
AMEC Earth & Environmental
Vice President
CPV Canada Development, ULC SOS Woodward Avenue
Hamilton, ON LBH 6N6
366 Bay St, Suite 1100
Tel: (905) 312 -0700
Toronto, ON MSH 4B2
Fax: (905) 312-0771
Tel: (416) 548 -9740
E -mail:
Fax: (416) 5489749
t h s@
davi d
E -mail: dmceachern @cov.wm

Please visit our website at: www.cpvnanticoke.ca for more information about the Project.

Industrial Millwright Mechanic

two -year College Diploma Program; starts January, 2011

CONTACT. 519-45-0431

TRAILER FOR SALE

Cell for info 905 -978-3141

YARD SALE

RESERVE SPACE 520.00

rwwRAM(w.Ls

one -year College Certificate Program; starts September, 2010
-

and Produce

I

Sale iii

Riverside
Cottage Gifts

Available immediately

MULTI -FAMILY YARD SALE
FLEA MARKET
Place: Hank's Place 36754th Line
&10, OFF SALE
Oa Io August 21, 2010
Mares, Craft Shop Supplies
93733RD LINE August 14, 2010
Time: 8:00am -5:00,
800a
"Vendors Wanted'.
large veiny of ribbon"
New & Used, Accessories -Food
5t

Willow Park, Nov Credit

T

Ihingwasreadyforaftertherhmeml.

you to Bill Loraine and
Richard Anderson for their caring
guidance and compassion during
this
thlolt door Though w
cannot thank everyone individually
just know that a wits always
amber the kindness you have
shown to our family.
The Henhaw foray.
Jessica, Stephen, Jeffrey,
Jennifer, Bobby Jo &families
Pear. Tarey, Sue, Clarice, Harry.
Fail=. Bruce, Golly & Families.
Liam and Jesse Porter

Apply now tor programs available in Simeon...

at

FLEA MARKET YARD SALE
y

Summer Clearance
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THANK You

Remember to recycle this paper

Mechanical Technician

I.210

Classified Deadline is 12:00 p.m. Tuesday

Careers in the Skilled Trades
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PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, CALL:

THANK You
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on August 6, 2010 Ron 4 on, age Peacefully at the I
lodge.
72 years husband of Barbara Ohsweken on Moo.) August 9.
Carlow, father or Dennis 2010 at the age of 97 years. Wire
Allan A the late lam, Dean of the late Howard L. tickers.
Gadow, brother of Orville. Bill, Loving mother of Ronald and
the fare Jerry. Audrey Cannel. Smith, Howard L. Jr. and
Ray,
& Peggy. Immediate cremetim DM Alice K. Lidos, James and
taken place.
Sharon kicker, and Glenn lgrad-

wqq.aueoma
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Turtle Island Print
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-445 -0868

Copies
5[9-445-0868

wetrat!
Turtle Island Print
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Careers &Notices

Want to place a notice or career
ad? Call: 519-445-0868

GANOHKWASRA FAMILY ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES

'11Su esnun :.sa' :teiarnam.: u:iam1

All applicants most be willing to work in holistic environment that encompasses services to men,
women and
STARTING SALARY. ..000.0D, negotiable -based on qualifications

Ole DUTIES,
Under
PNeINSrec tion of the Director, the Manager of linden. Services is responsible for supervising the
process of safe therapeutic residential services; ensuring an case management usPonsibilities are cement
and accurate; conducting and maintaining managerial duties in relation to residential services; developing, managing and overseeing the implementation of Me educational component for the Youth Lodge:
conducting and maintaining administrative duties; and demonstrating a supportive, respectful and
harmonious team environment.

um

alma

We will be starting the
Pre -Apprenticeship Electrical Course
on September 13, 2010

a

minimum five years related work

rodenwl

If

you are interested in this course please book an

appointment.

program

Grade 12 Diploma or Transcript,
bring in a resume.

You must have you

For more information, please contact
Brandt, Apprenticeship Coordinator
@ 519 -445 -2222 or
email: brandKdtoreatsn corn

DIRECTION.

ln order to be considered, applications MUST amide cover letter, resume, and 3 current letters of ref.
erence. All documents should dearly state the position applying for. Please indicate "CONFIDENTIAL"
AND "ATTENTION DIRECTOR". Only successful candidates Mil be
d
Mad m:
Assault

Oknmkrva Gamely

Ohsw1k

PO.Rox'.250

(

Wiser to 1,1 t lumm odd

Support Service

Ohsw'eken. Ontario

Email
Fax to:

'

1

n o

714-

O
rto oplornmcorn

5194454825

TSI TIONKWENTENTION A'NON:WARA RASON:NE

hobs. environment that

CLOSING DATE: August 20, 2010 $04:00pm

experiences in the field of social work.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
Under the direction of the Youth Lodge Supervisor, is responsible for planning and facilitating safe therm
peyote counselling; ensuring case management duties are completed according to minimal standards;
preparing and maintaining administrative duties; and promoting a supportive, respectful and harmonious
mom environment.

Please submit the following with your
application:
1.A brief biography - no more than 1 page.
2.A copy of an official transcript from the
educational institution last attended on a full time

BASIC REQUIREMENT,
Post Secondary graduate in Child and Youth Work, Social Work or relevant disopIMe or a
minimum of tutee yeah equivalent combination of work and valuator experience m the
provision of services regarding family iolence and /or other relevant diMplines.
Must provide three written letters offreference
Must provide s moon Criminal Records Search minding a Vulnerable Sector Screening Report
Must possess a valid Driver's License and provide a proven safe driving record as indicated bya
Driver Record Search
Preference will be given to applicants of Native ancestry
Successful candidates must pass a Pre Employmem Medical Questionmhe

basis.
3.2 letters of reference.
4.Proof of returning to program in the fall

Deadline for Applications Is October 1,2010.

In order to be considered, applications MUST include cone letter, resume, and 3
Bonne. All documents should clearly state the position applying for. Please indicate

conjunction with our Partner Abuse Awareness
Month event in November.
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Forward complete application packages to
Ganohkwasra, "ATTENTION DIRECTOR,"
RE: Wilma General Memorial Scholarship.
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Woodland Cultural Centre
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Immediate Supervisor:

TSI TIONKWENTENTION A'NON:WARA RASON:NE

YOUTH LODGE RELIEF COUNSELLOR

sale. mot

esseauponamaos,mara

paella am* Is

alias.

arid*

GM

Ganga language Maintenance
CURA grant coons corgawn (Amos
Key, Jr., and Canoe Dyck)

Duration: Monday to Friday: 9:00 am

to 4:30 pm

-

37.5 firs per

Duties: Subject to Personnel Policy of Woodland Cultural Centre

CLOSING DATE: Friday, August 20, 2010 C 4pm
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DITTIES:
Under the direction of Me Youth Lodge Supervisor, the Youth Lodge Relief Counsellor is responsible for
planning and facilitating safe therapeutic counseling, ensuring case management duties are completed
according to minimal standards; preparing and maintaining administrative duties; and demonstrating
supportive, respectful and harmonious team environment
BASIC REQUIREMENTS:
Post Secondary graduate in Child and Youth Work, Social Work or relevant discipline or
minimum of three years equivalent combination of work and volunteer experience In the
n of services regarding family violence and other relevant disciplines.
blurt provide three written Intelsat reference

a

Must provide a current Criminal Records Search including a Vulnerable Sector Screening Report
Must possess a valid Drover's License and provide a proven safe driving record as indicated by
Driver Record Search
Preference will be given to applicants of Native ancestry
Successful candidates mud pass a Pre- Employment Medical Questionnaire

DIRECTION.

considered, applications MUST include z cover letter, resume, and 3 current letters of
reference. All documents should clearly state the position applying for. Please indicate
CONFIDENTIAL" AND 'ATTENTION DIRECTOR., Only successful candidates will he contacted.

(OnAl msea Fundy
ra,p,a1 Service
PO. bier :-'50

ISdnw R.

10000#en. Ontario

Fax to:

A

eun@woodlan0<entre.00.en

week for 22 weeks

HOURLY RATE: SNAP

.

(519) 759-265o ert.252

Camel Position: 22 Weeks

GANOTIKWASRA FAMILY ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES

PLUM NOTSc

ig4 Mohawk tired. PO Box 1506
dard.
N3T5V6

(mom Imam Goitre Technician

Email o.

tie

1751 Cldersreod Rd.
Olisfiakan. Ontario
sjmonnuq pl
l.con

119J45-0025

To process sound riles in computer program called
CLAN (which stands for Comp. :rind Language Analysis). No
prior knowledge of this program is required.
To prepare the Gaihwiyo: (Cade of Handsome Lake)
ecordings, transcriptions, and translations in CLAN.
To clean up and make adjustments to other CLAN files
and
scripts.
To
n organic the CLAN transcripts and recordings for use
the Six Nations medic,
by
Other related and ancillary duties as assigned by the project
supervisors.

relatively at ease with
computers; for example, they should enjoy Naming new computer
programs. For the remaining skills, training will be provided. The
remaining skills are: familiarity with the Cayuga Henry
Orthography computer keyboard and with the Mac amain, sys-

Qualifications: The modems should

be

Office/clerical support experience is also an asset Preference will
be Oven to candidates who are bilingual m who cm demonstrate
their commitment to becoming bilingual in Cayuga. However, candidates who can at least understand Cayuga and who are familiar
with the spelling system will benefit from this job; it will provide
them with literacy training in Cayuga and an opportunity to become
more
flue
Salary:
$11.00 per hour, plus MERCs

Closing Date:

August 16, 2010

Interview: Only those Candidates meeting geld auuex will

Co

notified for an interview.

]x1 Chic wood Rd.

Oltineken. Ontario
sjmomsmna xplomntmm
519-445Á625
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"CONFIDENTIAL"

DIRECTOR.. Only successful candidates will be contacted.

AND
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The selected recipient will be presented the award in

DIRECTIONS:

TEO

GRAND RIVER EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

*Must be a Six Nations Registered Band Member
The applicant must have attended and successfully
completed 1 full year of College or University and have
enrolled in a subsequent year in full time studies in the
Social Service Worker Program.
ache applicant must have a "B" average in the first year.
The applicant must indicate their leadership

C O U N S E L L O R

PLEASE NOTE, AH applicants must be willing to provide service N
encompasaes men,
en and away..
STARTING SALARY: 834,000 negotiable
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Want to place a notice or career
ad? Call: 519-445-0868
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superman
Must Provide three written letters of referenre
Must provide a current Criminal Records Search including a Vulnerable Sector Screening Report
Must possess a valid Driver's License and provide a proven safe driving record as indicated by a
over Record Search
Preference will be given to applicants of Native ancestry
Successful candidates mum pass Pre Employment MeQuestionnaire
.

Careers & Notices

PRE- APPRENTICESHIP
ELECTRICAL
COURSE

CLOSING DATE: August 10. DORA. 4:00pm

.

Il

GRAND RIVER EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

Manager Of Residential Services

BASIC REQUIREMENTS:
Bachelor of Social Work Degree or relevant discipline with
experience lit a residential setting

August 11.2010

THE WEB!

CHECK US

VISIT OUR

www.theturt

`tY

t' SITE AT:
o

111111111..

dnews.com

Start Date: August 20, 2010
For Further Information: Contact Michelle Thomas at
(519) 759 -0í50 ex, 252 cum@weodlmdmentrc.onca

Please submit a covering letter, current resume and 3
references to:

er..smaRd<en rota

Re:

"W CC Language Resource Centre Technician"

-

August 11, 2010
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To be part of this
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Lock
tt Diaw Swish

(905) 765 -9838

Monday&TDesday
Special

(905) 751 -9739
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Breakfast
Special

Mon.-Fri.
7:30 am -5:00 pm

BACKNOE WORK

I

Fastest Lunch

r

$3.50

Delivery

COMMERCIAL
8 RESIDENTIAL

(Olin in

Thursclay-SaturdaY
starting at 4:00pm

Take Out
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AIR MILERS
PUMPS WELDERS

ROLLERS
WIRE MESH
DRAINAGE PIPE

National demons A more

Anger
Relationships
Fear, panic, trauma
Adjustments to
changes
:mint more...

Fax: (519)445 -4084
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The Do- lt- Yourselfer...
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Turtle Island News
Soaring Eagle
Ambrose
The More
Bear Creek Gas

Omri, NOA IMO

(519) 449 -1244

vagal.

Pvbep.
-collect and maintain inventory of office equipment and supplies
volunteers and other support personnel
-Ensue that all timeaheets are submitted on a timely basis and prepare
summary
Other dunes as assigned by the School Director

organizational
anizational and written.

lent

usd

open. aamYrd office chums*

oral,

and

interpersonal

such as telephone

and

mums.
s

and computers

of
ofHOdinahso
:nilROrhmwhsun:ni language and cdmre
awn
-ability to work both indeprndendy and as part of team
-a least three (3)

If rote and

JOB DESCRIPTION

and caver

year monism. in

an

is un

afice setting

is

required

please email, mail.

fax or drop off a resume and cover letter m:

Rogersville, Ontario, NOA IMO
Phone:19051760 -7203
Pail: (905) 768 -7150
Email nisholesiarnatiomearcom

at the following locations:

RECYCLE THIS
NEWSPAPER

mail...

Hieal

3201 Second
ereue,

TEACHER -CAYUGA LANGUAGE

051550ED QUALIFICATIONS:
-ability to :peal:, read. and write in the Cayuga language
-ability to work well with Children
-Teacher certification or willingness to obtain within a specified time period

in the position please email,

fini.5e5
tao /rmweni:yo
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8 D Grocery
Grandpa's
Three Sisters
Bev's Auto

h

--knowledge
asow4dge

Kewemiie/Gawenìy0 Hiring committee
3201 Second Lino RR 6

1
G

fazes

-perform general clerical duties such as flang, photocopying, and rung
up
student attendance, grades, and information in
dente
ministry regmdremena
-assist in special events such as fundraising, or mordent presentations
and submit pertinent orders for olBCeheaching supplies
study, student
and transcripts
manta. nfidentality la all aspen of client. staff, and agency
information
-organize
a hoard meeting, rake mates prepare agendas, and meeting

ropers

dchde®ali ®atom

b

If interested in the position

1240 Colborne street weal
Brantford, Ontario NOT 5L7

Maitland Convenience
Harvest Gold
Larry's Store
Elphs

to visitors
ewoa and me weei formation
-type correspondence reports and other documents
d update monthly calendar and school newsletter
-check. organize and distribute incoming and outgoing mask email and
.

-ability to

SALARY: To be determined

www.totalrentals °Ca
.

-greet, interact

en,

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Teacher shall
Te
-maintain
su
cords of student achievement and attendance
-encourage students n the pursuit of learning
-Prepare daily lesson plans and provide Cayuga language instruction to students
-participate in professional development activities
discipline students in accordance with established policies and procedures
- abide by the Kawennr io /Gaweniyo policies and procedures manual
-work cooperatively and respectfully with staff, students parents and visitors
-maintain confidentiality
-provide a safe, positive learning environment for students at all times

Call Us Today!
Ph: (519) 449-2200
Ph: (877) 954-7368

_
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Ile awe. l appBwt wBl

PRIMARY LEVEL

1994 Cayuga Rd. Tel: 519- 861 -4271
r r
/I
Ie
ra
I .
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an*g

-thong computer skills including the ability to operate spreadsheet

0.06

SUMMARY:
Working under the supervision of the School Director the Teacher will be responsible for classroom
insulation on a daily basis. This includes supervision, lesson planning. discipline, and marking

Why Tie Up Capital Or Commit To A Lease?

SUMMARY:
Working under
of
a School Director
Administrative Assistantauwil oversee all administrative tasks associated
'
with the school operations which include greeting visimn, answering
phones, _necking attendance, preparing correspondence, and Ministry

SALARY: To be determined

c.tantw

-

ASSISTANT

resume and rover letter to:

Phone: (9051 768 -7203
Far 10051 76 8 -715 0

%,ine"

If you're in the Oneida area, you can pick up the

y11104,

3701 Second Line,

ethnical

BUILDING IMAGES
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-
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If interested in

ADMINISTRATIVE

4.9Diri.

0002110® QUALIFICATIONS:

.ibnCon.r

519-752-9844
1

Y.

is an asset

SALARY: Tobe determined

or 1- 800 -265 -3943

Ft le

No,

-minimum of 5 years teaching and/or administration experience
knowledge of INAC or Ministry of Education Reporting requirements
-Degree in Education, Business Administration, or related field

E

519 -587 -4571
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CHOMEoo n the nail
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skill,

CULVERTS

Plied Supply Centre "s

Tel (519)445 -2981

519 -757 -2440

Basements,

REBAR
DRYWALL PANEL LIFTER
MINI EXCAVATOR

year teal
mewing dollar
*Spent herein

a

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
-knowledge dabs R.otinoMaon nHOdinohso:oi Language and culture is an asst
-demonstrated leadership skills and exceptional communication, interpersonal, and decision making

KawemrAo/Gaweniyo Hiring committee

Specializing

ROERS

Counselling Services
sa

BBetaruW:euita

AUGERS COMPRESSORS
SKID STEER LOADERS

Eeended/Besie
The Discovery Channel,
earning Channel IRE,
Family Channel, WBS, all

'HEALING

23a4 5th Llne

SCHOOL DIRECTOR

aM no

.

STONEY'S
Allilia Trucking 8 Excavating

EQUIPMENT
RENTALS

JOB POSTING

Repent L directly to the Kawennido /Gaweni :yo School Board the School Director will be moonble for the overall supervision and administration of daily school operations in accordance with
established policies and procedures. The successful applicant will be responsible for policy develop
ment. staff ecpervision, planning, reporting, and ensuring that a silk and positive kerning environment is maintained at all rimes.

24 hours a day / 7 days a week

CAPITOL

OB

ó

SUMMARY:
Kaer050r lo/Gaweai:yo private school offend students the opportunity to gain traditional
Hodinohsmni/ROtinonheion :tai language and cultural knowledge whiten the same time preparing
them for contemporary society. The school offers classes hr both the Mohawk and Cayuga Language
with a curriculum hood on the Thanksgiving address.

MOBILE CRISIS
RESPONSE
1 -866- 445 -2204
519 -445 -2204

XL Slice 8 Pop

EXCAVATING

3493 6e Line
P.O. Bon 191
Ohsweken NOA IMO

1

905-765-2675

2 Large
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Home of Ne

L'al( for pricing
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notice or career ad? Call: 519- 445 -0868
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Want to place
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Phone:
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Business Directory

Please Call
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or drop off a resume
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Hegell
ave, Ontario NOA

Dan

Phone: 005) 768 -7203

Far m5)765-7150
Ethan: nirhole simmedovme.com

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS AUGUST 20, 2010

Turtle Island News

Back
to
School
Sge Cial Section

Be Part Of Our
Back To
School Special
r

Section

Contact Amy now to book your spot for the
August 18th 2010 issue.
Phone: 519 -445-0868
or Email:

aisy @the turtleislandnews
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Classic
Foundation

Dreamcatcher

Chairman Steve Williams and the Dreamcatcher Char table Foundation's National Board of Directors
would Tike to extend them deepest thanks /Nia:weh to all who participated in the 5th annual
Dreamcatcher Charitable Foundation Golf Classic on July 30th, 2010.
"We would like to take tnis time to thank our sponsors and all those who participated and supported our annual golf
classic fundraiser that provides an opportunity for First Nations, youth, people and communities to pursue their dreams.
The over $25.000 raised a: this year's Golf Classic will provide financial support to aboriginal children adults and communities
Your generous support is helping make dreams come true for First Nations people nationwide '
.
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60 pounds lighter

AN INTERNATIONAL NAME YOU CAN TRUST
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is published quarterly by
Turtle Island News Publications.
Other publications include:
Turtle Island News
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Dependency and handouts

"North America's #1
Native Weekly Newspaper!"
Okarahsonha kenh Onkwehonwene
Aboriginal Tourism and
Powwow Magazine

Nisga'a taking new path

Aboriginal Golf Magazine

Helicopters taking to the air

resources drive wealth creation

16
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recommendations hamper development

0

Attawapiskat Bling
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People going places

©I

We want to feature your business success story.
Contact us if you would like to be in
future editions, have an article you'd like
to submit or an event you want to promote.
Submitted manuscripts accepted but
may not be returned.
Authors of selected materials only
will be contacted.
No portion of the magazine,
including advertisements, pictures or editorial
content may be reproduced without permission.

CONTACT US AT:
ABORIGINAL BUSINESS
Editor:
Lynda Powless

Hyper- extreme political control

Graphic Design:
Nancy Gambacourt

.

Advertising:
Amy Catherwood

ist

Cover photo courtesy Nisga'a Liam - Government archives
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REBUILDING INDIGENOUS TRADE ROUTES WORLD WIDE
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Building
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nation,

Nisga'a

take new path
(Page 9)

Nisga'a give thanks during anniversary ceremonies

Subscription can be purchased
for one year at:
529.95 Canadian
$33.50 American (US)
$37.50 Air or Other
Submit your payment to:
Turtle Island News
P.O. Box 329, Ohsweken ON NOA IMO
Phone: 519- 445 -0868
Fax: 519-445-0865
sales(à theturtleislandnews.com
www.theturtleislandnews.com
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Magazine
Canad

Member of Magazines Canada
GMSC
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FROM THE PUBLISHER'S DESK:

Lynda Powless

Publisher

MP IS 60 POUNDS LIGHTER
ON ABORIGINAL DIET
J
-

NISGA'A...GOING WHERE NO
ONE HAS DARED TO GO...

a

B.C.'s Nisga'a
Nation
is
celebrating a decade
of living with the
first
province's

modern day treaty.
They celebrated in the village of New
Aiyansh about 1,500 kilometres northwest
of Vancouver this spring.
The treaty took more than a century
and gave the First Nation 2,000 square
kilometres of land, $190 million and self
government provisions and the ability to
own and sell their land...to anyone.
In return the Nisga'a agreed not to
pursue further claims and they will start
paying income tax in two years.
It launched the Nisga'a Nation on
a path many first nations fear to tread.

Individualized land ownership.
Individual land owners flys in the
face of the basic social makeup of First
Nations people who believe the people
own everything in common.
And it brings about its own fears, the
most ingraining of which is the loss of the
land.
First Nations have lost the vast majority
of their homelands, been pushed into

poverty and denied access to the wealth
of the country, its resources. The same
resources that Canada is using to keep its
fledgling country operating and that the
rest of the world are all eager to grab.
The Nisga'a are not rushing into their
decision, especially since it took a century
to sign the new treaty. But president
Mitchell Steve's sees it as their economic

Turtle Island News Publications
Okarahsonha kenh Okkwehonwene Six Nations of the Grand River

Abo

Tß nets

LE_

Magazine

published quarterly by
Turtle Island News Publications.
is

We want to feature your

business success story.
If you would like to be in

future

editions, have an article you'd
like to submit or event you want

Contact us at:

Aboriginal Business
1/c, Turtle Island News
Column: Lynda Powless
P.O. Box 329, Ohsweken, ON
NOA IMO

to promote, contact us.
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salvation

.

In the past decade the

they have set
up their own parliament, completed a
highway system, connected its villages
to the Internet, gained control of timber
rights from the province and started work
on a museum to house art they took back
from world museums
But overshadowing all of that is the
Nisga'a Landholding Transition Act.
Passed last October in the Nisga'a Lisim
Government parliament it gives members
ownership of their property in a fee simple form but unlike other First Nations
who have the same kind of limited land
owners program, they have taken it a step
further and given their citizens the ability
to buy and sell their land even to non -band
members.
They are able to mortgage the property,
use it as security for a loan or transfer or
bequeath it to any person, not just a band
member.
Its a unique property ownership
model that will give the Nisga'a the
opportunity to establish businesses on
their lands, mortgage it get loans. The
people themselves told their leadership to
"quit babying us" by holding their land for
them.
The leadership agreed.
But no matter what the individual
Nisga'a do, the underlying protection for
the nation is simply no matter who they
sell the land to or what gets developed on
it, Nisga'a land stipulates it will always
remain Nisga'a land and be subject to
Nisga'a laws under the treaty.
And that unique approach is what has
other First Nations watching.

By Edna Gooder
Writer
OTTAWA -Winnipeg South MP Rod
Bruinooge lost 60 pounds by returning
to an ancestral diet of traditional meat.

said, he
had to change his ways
because he wanted to be around to see
his young children grow up and decided
to incorporate a modified "aboriginal
diet" into his busy life. He began his
journey the end of December 2009
like so many people making a New
Years resolution and started his diet
at 223 lbs and after five long months
now weights a very healthy 1631bs.
Bruinooge said he mainly concentrated
on the protein in his diet by eating
traditional meats including bison,
salmon, prickle and cold water fish,
such as char. He said he ate a variety of
vegetables, fruits, wild rice and whole
wheat and either broiled, bbq, or baked
the meat. He
added he really
didn't curtail
salt, but used
it
sparingly
in his food

Bruinooge a Métis of Thompson,
Manitoba said the daunting process
took about five months and cutting out
sugars, white flour and processed foods
was an extremely difficult undertaking.
Kicking sugar, he said, was like
kicking a drug habit because of the
cravings, but he had good reasons to
change his diet.
His

-

brother,
Bruinooge said,
was diagnosed
w i t h

"diabetes,"

11111%.

,

w h i c h
spurred him
into action.
Pausing,

A

preparation

h e

k

and
used
tons of herbs
and
spices.

Bruinooge

said

r

t'

the hardest part of his diet was cutting
out "pop" and found it was very
challenging as he drank it everyday.
Although, once the craving for pop
was out of his system he no longer
craves it. Even though, he curtailed his
diet he didn't go hungry as he ate his
fill of bison steaks and fresh vegetables
and the weight just came off thus he
feels good and will continue to stay on
his modified aboriginal diet. Although,
he added, now incorporates chicken
and beef along with traditional meats,
but stays away from sugar and white
flour. Chuckling, Bruinooge said, he
doesn't really do extreme exercises,
but does go walking with his family
as his "focus" was eating the right
protein. Bruinooge said he recently
attended the Safe and Healthy Food
Harvesting the Science conference
held in Winnipeg, where he co- chaired
a session on health challenges facing
native people today. He added, 50
years ago diabetes was very rare in
native communities, but the disease
has climbed to three times the national
average and is now considered an
"epidemic." He emphasized his
goal is to be an "advocate" for
change and through his diet success
encourage, the native- community-atlarge to incorporate traditional meats
indigenous to their area. Bruinooge
added native people must also include
the traditional vegetables of their area,
such as legumes, corn, squash, wild rice
and whole wheat into their daily diets.
The health of aboriginal people, he
emphasized, will benefit by returning
to the traditional, aboriginal diet of
long ago and include traditional meats
and vegetables to their daily diets. He
said the "first three months" was hard,
when he cut out sugar and white flour,
but then it got easier and now is apart
of his daily life and he feels great.
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talk

ONE MESSAGE

...TWO DELIVERIES,
one is brash and cheeky the other dry
and full of legalize
TALK CIRCUIT

BUT MESSAGE IS THE SAME ON

Saturday at the Polytech The sessions were held

By Edna J. Gooder

Writer

.

Osoyoos outspoke Chief, Clarence Louie, the

keynote speaker at G.R.E.A.T's Employment Think

increase employment and business opportunities

Tank, told

in Six Nations.

a

crowd, made up largely of academics

Friday that those mottos have made his

a

a

a

moment to tell

a

was happy to finally be visiting Six Nations.

about their community, not

only because of the blockades, but because there

funding.
"You can't call yourself sovereign

if you're financial

situation depends on someone else," he said.

Okanagan region of B.C. has only 460 members, he
said.

to the naysayers, and he tells all chiefs to do the

"When hear about a community that has 20,000
I

people here, the politics here must be something
else. The rez politics," he said with

a

same.
He said consensus isn't possible in today's "rez

culture"
"I'm not looking for consensus, not even in this

smile.

The audience chuckled including elected chief

room," he said.

"He is very

Louie's attitude doesn't rub everyone the right

perceptive like that, he picked up on that right

way, in his community, he says. But he has been

away,"he said. "A lot of people laughed, but noticed

reelected for the past 25 years, since 1985, and

Bill Montour who later commented

I

a

lot of people listening and they were starting to

realize that it's our fault we can't get together and

talk about the future of this community without
saying, 'Well how

is

this going to benefit me ? "'

Asked what he took from Louie's speech, Montour
said: "I think what he told us is you can't please

"Indian time doesn't cut it...
"If your life sucks,

on Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC).

Louie said he never would have accomplished

I

Writer

the band -owned winery, resort, golf

what he has with the Osoyoos band if he listened

Indians, think whoa," he said. "I think, man these

By Jessica Smith

job.

are so many people who live here. His band in the

ì

Chief, Clarence Louie

He said

a

money for the band cutting its dependence

joke.

Louie told the audience of Six Nations people he

He said, he has heard

everyone who is willing to work

course, gas stations and other business, make

job to every band member.
But first, he took

Louie told the Think Tank audience how the

band -owned businesses he runs at Osoyoos offer

small southern B.C. First Nation, the

everybody, somebody's going to be mad over

something," he said.
Louie was invited to speak at Think Tank hosted by
Grand River Employment And Training (G.R.E.A.T.)

Louie freely admitted that in his speech.

"I don't sway which way the wind blows," he said.
"I don't try to please everybody"

Louie spoke about the people who come to
his office complaining about issues saying the

community feels
He

said

community
to fill

a

a

certain w ay.

he responds
is

by

saying

iti

Friday and

to help the community come up with plans to

Osoyoos band owns nine businesses and offers

.

and federal cutbacks comics are out, economists are in and
bold and pushy is the new rock star with the aboriginal
speaking circuit hot with the federal government message...
First Nations, heal thy selves...

"Real Warriors work:'

From

u

One of the best ways to take the pulse of the executive suite or
in this case, aboriginal economic trends, is to see who is hot on
the aboriginal speaking circuit. With the financial meltdown,

and the Six Nations Band Council

community wealthy.

.' -.

DEPENDENCY
AND HANDOUTS
ARE OVER

It's because you suck...

last

LO

LAWYER SAYS

that "the

all 463 band members" and offers

roomful of community members who

disagree with the person who claims to speak on

OHSWEKEN - Just do it - was the
battle cry.
But the message came disguised
in legalize at a Think Tank session
held by the Six Nations Workforce
Development Think Tank
The aim was to get a community
wide discussion on the sustainability
of Six Nations by the year 2030.
More than 70 people attended the
brain storming session and listened to
keynote speaker Calvin Helin author
of Dances with Dependency ( out of
poverty through self-reliance.)
Helin from the Tsimshiam First
Nation of British Columbia.
He has been a hot ticket on the
aboriginal speaking pulpits of late but
his messages have come with some
controversy.
While telling the crowd at Six Nations
that First Nations must "take some
kind of action, understand how they
came about and let our youth know
they aren't throw away people."
His book Dances with Dependency
and a secondary title coming out
soon with the help of a controversial
mainstream think tank, tells First
Nations the time of a hand out is over.
He says he wants to see Ottawa take
over post secondary funding to first
.

nations, hang onto it, and deliver to
post secondary institutions attended
by each and every First Nation child,
instead of giving it to First Nations to
oversee themselves.
His words have been welcome by
mainstream. But instead of delivery
that message to First Nations he told
the think tank to free themselves of
the shackles of colonization and 200
years of oppression dished out by the
Indian Act. Helin a lawyer and the son
of a Tsimshiam hereditary chief said
First Nations people must rid them of
the "welfare" mentality of something
being owed to them, they must stop
playing the blame game and just start
working together. He said "10,000"
years ago our ancestors
had to
work together for survival, were selfreliant, trade and co-operated with
neighbouring tribes.
He said aboriginal people must
reclaim this mind -set and adapted
to modern times, and find ways of
creating revenue besides casinos. And
he said they must work closely with
each other.
He added communities must also find
ways of encouraging, highly, educated
members of their communities to
return home, such as engineers,
doctors, lawyers and teachers.
He said bringing home professionals
and reclaiming, maintaining, the

-

Calvin Helin

social fabric, skills and working
together will "ensure survival." Helin
emphasized "we came from a dynamic
people ", but under the present system
of government people can't even "take
care" of their own children.
Helin added the aboriginal population
is the fastest growing segment in
society and the Canadian government
must needs to recognize the population
stats with immigration falling.
He said, the population desert could
be a "crisis, or an opportunity" for the
aboriginal population.
He said Canada must focus and "deal
with the issues of aboriginal people"
if it wants to maintain the standard of
living it now enjoys.
He praised the Iroquois Confederacy
strength, long history of contributions
to modern society, such as the form
of democracy utilized by the United
States.
Helin lectured for about two hours.

(continued on page 8)
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1

Chief
Clarence Louis
and Six Nations
Elected Chief
Bill Montour
listen to speakers

(Continued from page 6)
their behalf.
Louie also spoke about his objections to people

who cite the wisdom of the elders as the absolute

truth.
"You're elder's smarter than my elder ?" he said.

Iç

"Even elders don't know it all."

"You can disagree and still be

community, still

a

11.

be family," he said.

However, judging by the applause and the

T

number of Six

i"

He said it is okay to make money, to care about

the economy, to take part in

a

Photos court

a

Nations people agreed with his approach

ÿG

/r

gushing comments from people who lined up to
speak to him afterwards, quite

4

b,

system.

who tell him

*fr

that traditionally, Indians weren't competitive
people. "I call B.S. on that, we're a competitive
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The Nisga 'a marked the 10th anniversary of the signing of B.C.'s first modern day treaty. As writer
Lynda Powless tells us, there is no word in the Nisga 'a language for mortgage or income tax,
but under their own new rules the Nisga'a will be able to sell their homes to anyone they wish including non- Nisga'a buyers and in two years pay income tax for the first time...

people," he said, and spoke about his passion for

competition in sports.
Louie said he loves to make money, and he loves

to create jobs in business, not the band office, for
his people.

"Indians don't talk about money enough;" he
said, adding they talk about "resources" instead of

dollars and ask for "your support" when they mean
responsible for different parts of the business, for

"your money."
programs the

The

runs

band

money,

costs

and talking about programs without dollars

is

meaningless.

band -owned business route hasn't worked for Six

responsible fora certain portfolio, he said.

Nations.

power," he added.
The final

which owns the majority of the business on the
is

the Chief

Executive Officer.
Six

Nations, on the other hand, isn't currently

pursuing band -owned business.
After the speech, Louie spoke in more detail about

he claims "Elected people aren't

people in any community.
member, 18 -years and older

I

I

is

the only political

think every band
political to

a

certain

degree... Everyone's political on the rez"
The

Osooyos

Indian

Band

Development

Corporation was set up in 1998. The band council

III is

the

board

Montour said that

business decisions and band policy

when the Osoyoos band uses its own

members, and councillors

are

tried to run band -

owned business in the '80s.
for

a

"It made money

little while, but everybody was

so

into the

Canadian government and their needs programs,

and all the other programs that were supposed

to put economic development on Indian reserves,

made from the band -owned businesses, he said. w

but they didn't work at all," he said. "It became

happens to community funds if the business takes
a

turn for the worse, Louie said, "Ifs like any other

business, there's no guarantees"

"It's risk reward, if you fail, you fail," he added.

a

dependency thing."

Montour said people didn't work hard because
they only saw the band- provided the job
of social program, not

a

as

a

type

business.

Montour said the community has to find

a

"The programs are going to be at risk any ways,

different way to share wealth. Asked if that means

you either depend on the under-funded federal

putting taxes and fees on private business

government

community, he said, " If you want to talk about

for

everything,

and

everything's

under -funded with the federal government. So you
put your faith in the federal crown for funds that are

8

Six Nations

funds for programs, infrastructure projects and

With business, comes risk, and asked what

separate politics from business;"

have:

land purchases that money comes from the profits

how the band corporation functions.
"You cannot

3

decisions are made by the council /board, he said.
As a result,

Spring/Summer 2010 /Aboriginal Business
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"It works for those guys," Montour said. "They're
very small, so they don't have the diversity we

+i

"They're to give advice, they don't have voting

The Osoyoos Band Council is also the Board of the

reserve, and as band chief, Louie

°1

The band hire non -native business people as

advisors, he said.

Osoyoos Indian Band Development Corporation,

Montour said the

Six Nations Elected Chief Bill

the same way parliamentary cabinet ministers are

"I say,'Show me your budget that goes with those

good words,' he said.

going to be cut back."

example the winery, the golf course or the hotel, in

taxation, you have to equate it with sharing."

in

the

New Aiyansh, B.C. - They took a path
that had never been travelled.
The Nisga'a, armed with lofty
objectives and the hope and promise
ofa new future, took a chance a decade
ago and signed what has become
B.C.'s first modern day treaty
A treaty that took 100 years of on
again, off again negotiations.
This past spring they feasted, listened
to speeches and celebrated the 10th
anniversary of the re -birth of the
Nisga'a government, created by
Canada's first modern day treaty.
The Nisga'a faced opposition and
critics who predicted the signing of
the treaty would leave behind a legacy
of bureaucratic nightmares.
But that modern day treaty has
transformed B.C.'s Nisga'a Nation
from beggars in their own lands to
individual entrepreneurs who hold the
keys to economic revival in northwest
B.C., says the Nisga'a president.
Mitchell Stevens.
Hundreds of people were in the village
of New Aiyansh, located about 1,500

I

kilometres northwest of Vancouver,
to celebrate the 10th anniversary of
the land- claims treaty agreement that
became the first modern -day treaty in
B.C. this spring.

Nisga'a have taken
great strides since
signing B.C.'s first
modern treaty
Nisga'a president Mitchell Stevens
is the third president of the Nisga'a
Lisims government. A former village
councillor at Laxgalts'ap (Greenville),
one of the four Nisga'a villages in
the Nass Valley. His term will fill
the remainder of the late president
Leeson's four -year term, which runs
out in the fall of 2012.
Those years are some of the most
controversial for the Nisga'a.
Stevens not only will lead the Nisga'a
Nation through its 10 -year anniversary
of the signing of the treaty, but he will
be in office when, according to the

treaty, Nisga'a citizens begin paying
income tax in 2012.
He said his people have taken huge
political and economic strides in the
past 10 years.
They've set up their own parliament,
opened up their communities with
a highway and the Internet, gained
control of timber rights from the
province, started work on a museum
to house art they took back from
world museums. They have created a
raft of Nisga'a laws have established
the rules for business engagement.
New construction and fresh pavement
dots the landscape.
The anniversary ceremony, in front
of B.C.'s other legislature- -this one
dominates the village with soaring
etched glass and wood, framed by
the peaks of the Aviour Mountains in
the heart of the Nass valley north of
Terrace, is where Nisga'a president
Mitchell Stevens recalled the early
warnings his people must not create a
new welfare state.
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"We responded t o this challenge
by creating both a strong social
foundation and an encouraging and
collaborative business environment, a
land that is both secure and open for
business," he told a crowd of several
hundred gathered under sunny skies
in the village that is the capital of the

Nisga'a government.
The hope of prosperity has not been
realized. Challenged by the collapse
of the forest industry, a traditional
mainstay of the Nass Valley coupled
with the global financial meltdown,
the Nisga'a government is looking to
other economic savio urs...business.
The Nisga'a is fostering a new
generation of entrepreneurs with a
ground breaking change this fall when
private land ownership is approved.
The change will allow the Nlsga'a

1

r .a..ask

simple.

"A Nisga'a citizen who obtains fee
simple title to their residential property
under the act will subsequently be
able to mortgage their property as
security for a loan, or to transfer,
bequeath, lease or sell their property
to any person," said a Nisga'a Lisims
Government statement.
Stevens said the landholding law
goes beyond what the original Nisga'a
treaty -makers envisioned because
while they were seeking to achieve
ownership of their lands, this new law
allows individual Nisga'a to use their
land to explore business options.
"This provides more opportunities
for members of our nations, more than
ever," he said. "It's available to our
citizens if they choose."
But Stevens said no matter who
owns the land, the law stipulates
it will always remain Nisga'a land
and be subject to Nisga'a laws
under the treaty.
A B.C. aboriginal studies academic
said the landholding transition law is a
shining example of Nisga'a pride and
forward thinking, but there is little
data on its use.
"It can be used as collateral for
people if they want to borrow money
from a bank, which was not an option
previously," said Prof. Antonia Mills,
from the University of Northern B.C.
in Prince George.

F

Dancer in traditional costume
to mortgage and sell their property
for the first time...and to anyone they
want.
Stevens said one of the most
important steps they've taken is a law

that allows private property rights
and gives members the ability to buy
and sell their land even to non -band
members.
The Nisga'a Landholding Transition
Act, passed last October in the Nisga'a
Lisims Government parliament, gives
Nisga'a citizens the opportunity to
own their residential property in fee

wrong."
The most vocal critic at the time of
the treaty signing was Premier Gordon
Campbell, who declined an invitation

Mitchell Stevens

"My thinking

land and much more compensation
for resources that are extracted from
it than is currently the policy in
Canada," she said.
B.C. Aboriginal Relations Minister
George Abbott, who attended the
anniversary celebrations in New
Aiyansh, said he is looking forward
to seeing first -hand what the Nisga'a
have achieved.
"I know that the Nisga'a have worked
very hard to build their economic
base, to build their political and social
base," he said.
"I think they've achieved much in
the 10 years. They are moving to a
different property ownership model,
which I think will be very constructive
for their economic future."
Abbott noted the irony of his
appearance at the celebrations because
his party fought against the Nisga'a
treaty 10 years ago while they were in
opposition.
Since forming government, the
Liberals have come to support
aboriginal issues, saying British
Columbia needs to reconcile its past
history of confrontation and work
towards building relationships with
First Nations that allow them to feel at
home in the province.
B.C. Lieutenant -Governor Steven
Point said the Nisga'a model for selfgovernment has proved a success,
paving the way for other modern
treaties.
It was the Nisga'a whose dogged
land -claims battle, spanning more
than a century, forced the federal
government to accept self-government,
and persuaded the B.C. government to
negotiate a treaty.
"Ten years ago there were many non Nisga'a who harboured doubts ...
Some who believed it was doomed to
failure," Mr.. Point said. "Today, my
dear people, you have proved them

First Nations
should have greater rights to their
is

to the event.
That decision drew fire from Joe

Gosnell, the Nisga'a leader who led
his nation when the pact was signed
with the governments of Canada and
B.C.
"The Premier should be here today,
on our land, talking to us."
Mr. Campbell, then -leader of the B.C.
Liberal opposition, filed a lawsuit
seeking to block the treaty, calling it
an "untried, impractical, bureaucratic
nightmare" that would entrench
"inequality based on race."
He abandoned the legal challenge
after becoming Premier. Years later,
Mr. Campbell said his criticism
was misplaced, and he launched a
concerted effort to reconcile with
native communities under a policy
called the New Relationship.

Federal Indian Affairs Minister Chuck
Strahl did not attend the anniversary
celebrations, but sent a message of
congratulations from Ottawa.
The statement said since the treaty
was signed unemployment rates have
dropped and high school graduation
numbers have increased.
Eighty -nine children nicknamed
Treaty Babies sang "O Canada" to
mark the anniversary.

The school -age children, who sang
the national anthem in their Nisga'a
language, were born after the effective
date of the treaty a decade ago.
Lavinia Clayton's lifetime white sided home, with a tidy, fenced garden
of budding lilacs, would blend into a
typical suburban setting.
But it sits in a tiny village with gravel
roads, overlooking the mouth of the
Nass River in northwest B.C. On
her walls, family photos chart the
generations that were denied the right
to own, sell, and borrow against the
equity in their homes.
The steady gaze of Charles Barton,
his wife Emily at his side, is captured
in an undated image. In 1887, Mr.
Barton was part of the delegation that
travelled to Victoria from Gingolx
to demand that the B.C. government
settle the question of who owns the
land where the Nisga'a reside. They
were turned away.
The Nisga'a persisted and the question
was settled 10 years ago when, in
a historic decision, the B.C. and
federal governments agreed to grant
ownership of 2,000 square kilometres
of the Nass Valley, a landscape of
snow -capped mountains and lava

fields.
The agreement, which combines
ownership of a large swath of land
with broad law- making powers,
was held up as the way forward to
settle conflict over aboriginal rights,
especially in B.C. where most Crown
land is still subject to land claims - but
settlements since have been few and
far between.
Many B.C. First Nations hoped the
pact would open the doors to similar
agreements but only two have been
signed since then, although three more
are close to resolution.
Critics say the negotiation process
is too costly and bureaucratic and
has little support from government,
especially Ottawa.

Meanwhile, the Nisga'a government
is once again breaking new ground,
seeking to answer its own land

question: Who owns the property
underneath Ms. Clayton's home?
With the recent decision to allow
private ownership of residential
parcels within its villages, the Nisga'a
government is now developing a
land registry so that Ms. Clayton and
others will be allowed to do with their
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Nisga girls performing in dance
homes as they wish - including selling
to non -Nisga'a buyers - unlocking
a new generation of home -based
entrepreneurs.
"They say we own our own property
- we can sell it to anybody, I guess,"
Ms. Clayton said. She is considering
taking out a mortgage and expanding
her eight -room bed and breakfast, or
selling the business and retire. Come
this fall, she will have the choice.
This will change the face ofthe Nisga'a
lands, but they are approaching this
transformation with care. There are
many other issues that have demanded
the attention of this still -fledgling
government - and Canada's first
nations will be watching the trailblazing Nisga'a closely.
During the first decade the Nisga'a
government was occupied with the

establishment of laws governing
elections, fisheries, and citizenship.
But there was also an infrastructure
deficit to tackle.
A decade ago, the only way to reach
Gingolx was by boat or float plane.
Ms. Clayton now travels the Nisga'a
highway to the grocery store in
Terrace, and back in a single day. "It
brought tears to your eyes," she said,
recalling the day in 2001 when the
road opened.
On a warm evening this week, a
loosely- organized squad of young men
was shooting hoops in a dusty square
in the heart of the village. There are no
movie theatres or skateboard parks in
this community of about 300 people,
but that too is about to change - a $10million sports centre on the waterfront
is nearly completed.
7
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A newly built legislature in the capital,
New Aiyansh, dominates the skyline,
a modern, airy design of stout wood
poles and glass etched with aboriginal
motifs.
A grizzly bear occasionally saunters
by to peer in at the government work
force of about 120 people.
Elsewhere in the Nisga'a territory,
there is a new sawmill, a new day -care,
and a museum under construction.
The cash for these initiatives comes
from various sources, including
annual fiscal transfers from Ottawa
and Victoria, and interest from a trust
fund born out of the $280 -million
cash settlement that formed part of the
treaty.
But there is still significant
unemployment - roughly 55 per cent.
The signs of poverty are as obvious as
the abandoned house next door to Ms.
Clayton's tidy property - she dreams
of seeing it razed and redeveloped.
"I didn't think we would create a
utopia," said Joe Gosnell, the Nisga'a
leader who signed the treaty for his
people. But the way he sees it, the
community is undoing the damage of
more than a century of rule under the
Department of Indian Affairs.
Mr. Gosnell has since bowed out
of politics, but remains a senior
statesman. In the Nisga'a legislature
chambers, a small oval room that

Speakers included Assembly of First
Nations leader Shawn Atleo and
B.C. Regional Chief Jody Wilson

N

Raising the Salmon statue
echoes both the aboriginal longhouse
and the House of Commons, he looked
around with pride. "Our people will
not remain stagnant," he said, "and we
will find our own way."
World economy takes its toll.
The global economic turmoil has
slowed the progress of Mr. Gosnell's
nation: Capital for new projects is
in short supply, and the decade has
brought the near- collapse of the
forestry and fishing industries.
Yet Mr.. Gosnell believes the Nisga'a
have already refuted the "prophets of

1

a

doom" who had opposed the treaty.
Critics predicted a bureaucratic
nightmare in which Nisga'a law would
clash with federal and provincial
law, and that the province would
be bankrupt if the provisions of the
Nisga'a treaty were extended to all
other first nations in B.C.
Tom Molloy was the chief negotiator
for the federal government when the
agreement was signed. "It was a huge
challenge to get people to understand
the treaty," he said, recalling the
public fear and anger whipped up by
opponents.
Aboriginal Affairs Minister George
Abbott, who is tasked with trying
to revive the now -faltering New
Relationship,
attended
in
Mr.
Campbell's place. He said the support
for reconciliation with native bands
in B.C. has grown dramatically in the
past decade.
That change was helped in large
measure when the public was able to
see the Nisga'a government evolve
without the dire predictions coming
true.
"The Nisga'a have conducted
themselves with enormous dignity,"
Mr. Abbott said.

The new Nisga'a president is Mitchell
Stevens, who will preside over the
next major change in his community the end of tax exemptions in 2013. He
is enthusiastic about the road ahead,
with mining companies and clean
energy proponents knocking at his
door.
The trust fund is outperforming the
markets, he said, and his people can
afford to be cautious and selective
about development. An economic
development map is marked with more
than two dozen proposed business
ventures, but the government is still
developing a long-term plan that will
determine which projects will get the
green light.
But it is the land ownership changes,
Mr. Stevens believes, that will
generate the most dramatic changes
in the coming years. "It will change
the Nisga'a world," he said. "Without
true land ownership, you can't have
true self -government."
Freedom and unity
Many Nisga'a won't be there to
witness that change - close to 3,500 of
6,000 citizens live outside of the Nass
Valley, pursuing jobs and education in
places like Vancouver and Terrace.
Randy Tait, a Nisga'a living in
Vancouver, brought his grandson
to the capital, New Aiyansh, for
the anniversary this week. The
pair enjoyed a treat from Mr. Tait's
childhood - lava berries dipped in the
grease of the eulachon fish and rolled
in sugar - and listened to the "Treaty
Babies" sing O Canada in the Nisga'a
language. (The choir is comprised
of children born since the treaty was
signed.)
"For me, self -government is about
freedom and unity," Mr. Tait said.
He may never directly benefit from
the land ownership changes. But five year-old Kraig, who is learning the
Nisga'a language and dances from
his grandfather, may one day see the
opportunity to come home.

Drummers and dancers put on a show

J
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partners
Dehcho and Sahtu Helicopters taking to the air
with Discovery Air partner

70

Yellowknife, May 25 -Two First Nations will be flying the airs in a partnership

in

with Discovery Air Inc..

work here shared among our aboriginal partners who have worked hard

Decho Regional Helicopters and Sahtu Helicopers will be partnering with

to build their businesses to the point that they are capable of making this

Discovery Air to flying patrols over the entire 868 km pipeline right -of-way.

strategic expansion into Yellowknife."

1,

The contract was

THE ABORIGINAL GOLF MAGAZINE,

t/

NOTAH BEGAY
SIGNS TWO- FA =

4-

The new Yellowknife -based helicopter charter companies hold separate

Transport Canada -issued operating certificates, making them entirely

services to Enbridge Pipelines NW Inc. (Enbridge), operator of the liquids

independent ventures.

Beginning July

1,

NT,

and Zama, Alta.

the two -year contract will see

GSH

One of the partners in Denendeh Helicopters is the K'atlodeeche First

fly regular monitoring

Nation (KFN), which has been involved in the joint- venture together with

Enbridge to execute

a

the Deh Gah Gotie Dene Band, of Fort Providence, and

contract includes an option for

in Fort Simpson and Norman Wells. The

"As

"We are extremely happy to have been awarded this contract with Enbridge

and look forward to

a
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Aboriginal Golf Newsbits
n: Just for kicks

gain further thanks to its association with

global leader in the pipeline

is

a

true partner like Great Slave

shining example of what can be

The

other Northlinx partners involved in the new satellite base are no less

"As a

group we've been focused hard on finding

ways to expand our revenues beyond the borders

- Dehcho Regional Helicopters and Sahtu Helicopters.

of the Tulita Land District and we thank our partner

"The opportunity to work with Enbridge

clear

Great Slave Helicopters for its assistance to date,"

is

a

helps us

said Fort Norman Metis Development Corporation

achieve more than we could on our own," said JoAnne

and Sahtu Helicopters President Rocky Norwegian

Deneron, President of Dehcho Regional Helicopters.

Sr.

"We're able to realize benefits from

a

GSH

contract like this

"Our entry into the potentially lucrative capital

region

which extends beyond the borders of our traditional

is an

ideal way for us to accomplish this

critical priority for our beneficiaries."

.

lands."
Both Sahtu Helicoptes and Denendeh Helicopters have

_

GSH has

3

THE GREAT SLAVE
PARTNERSHIPS

helped to pioneer successful aboriginal joint- ventures for

for Sahtu Helicopters, Denendeh Helicopters. These fully independent

r

-nd

a

excited about what their access to Yellowknife could mean down the road.

nearly two decades. This is the latest evolution of that profitable model
I

is

take this next step in our growth."

very well

also now opened bases in Yellowknife.

...

r

our joint- venture

Aboriginal joint- venture partners in the Mackenzie Valley

example of how our partnership with

1

-

achieved when you separate politics from business and we are proud to

Servicing the contract will also involve two of GSH's
-

in 2009 Denendeh Helicopters expanded by purchasing

this new satellite base in Yellowknife Denendeh Helicopters stands to

aligned with that of Discovery Air and our subsidiaries, including GSH."

5:
FOR 'S ways to
our Score
A Natural Fit, getting into the game
Fore's picks, latest gadgets and equipment for golfers
Professional golfer Notah Begay Ill signs Two -Year deal
Stretching your way to lower scores

La

well

Helicopters

and CEO, Discovery Air Inc. "Enbridge's dedication to safety

itsib
,

as

industry, with its operations here in the NWT,"said Dave Jennings, President
mr-

that

"This success has been mainly due to the support Great Slave Helicopters

should any be detected by Enbridge.
a

has been completely successful for us,"

has provided us in managing the operation," added Fabian. "By having

providing immediate flights to inspect possible pipeline irregularities

"We are pleased to be assisting Enbridge,

ti

joint- venture, this business

its second aircraft"

will fly line patrols covering the entire 868 -km

pipeline right -of -way and associated facilities every other week,

°°

Lao.
-

Fifir.;4""t'

t7

GSH

a

so successful

solid endorsement of

our company -wide commitment to safety and customer service."
Through this contract

for more than

said KFN Chief and Denendeh Helicopters President Roy Fabian. "It has been

long and mutually beneficial relationship," said Jeff
is a

GSH

12 years.

two -year extension.

Denomme, President of GSH. "This contract win

C

Canadian it makes me proud to have the

Helicopters (GSH) subsidiary was awarded the contract to provide helicopter

flights for Enbridge utilizing two AS350BA intermediate aircraft based

III

as a

announced this spring. Discovery Airs' Great Slave

pipeline running between Norman Wells,

PRO GOLFER

the territorial capital and

..

CONTACT TURTLE ISLAND NEWS PUBLICATIONS TODAY TO BE PART OF

"FORE "ABORIGINAL GOLF MAGAZINE
OR TO SUBSCRIBE TO THIS PUBLICATION

1.519.445.0868

ú

The

companies will now each operate satellite bases in Yellowknife extending

their reach beyond their traditional areas into the more lucrative capital

11

profitable, primarily Aboriginal -

include Denendeh Helicopters, Dehcho Regional Helicopters, Akaitcho

region of the NWT.

"In the past our partnerships have always been negotiated to give

Northlinx network now includes

owned helicopter companies around the NWT and Nunavut. These

Helicopters, Sahtu Helicopters, Tlicho Helicopters, Kitikmeot Helicopters,
GSH

access to areas away from our home in Yellowknife, but these partners

Gwichin Helicopters, Havgun Helicopters, Kivalliq Aviation and now
.

Superior Helicopters and Hudson Bay Helicopters. Together these ventures

have evolved to the point where they deserve the opportunity to access

come together in partnership with Great Slave Helicopters Ltd. in the

share of the utilities, forestry, tourism and mining markets that exist

Northlinx network allowing all partners to benefit from pan -territorial

a

Ì

here," said Jeff Denomme, GSH President. "We are no longer one company

mega -projects requiring helicopter services.
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Former cabinet minister David Emerson says

resources will drive wealth creation
EDMONTON - Former federal cabinet

minister David Emerson

Premier

will

says natural resources, including Alberta's oil sands,

allow this to happen.

,c
a

C

!,

oil sands have been widely exaggerated by groups such

1

Greenpeace.

a

>:

Stelmach says many positive steps that the oil sands industry

rl

blueprint for Alberta's economy for

has taken to demonstrate environmental responsibility have

-

'-

Meanwhile Panel's recommendations
rule

attempting

CALGARY-

A

report giving

gas project is so laden

a

conditional green -light to

a

key Arctic natural

with restrictions and requirements that it could

deter future energy development in the North, says

a

group representing

A

-

federally appointed Joint Review Panel concluded in December

that the Mackenzie
in

Gas Project,

which would link natural gas fields

the Northwest Territories to southern markets, could "provide the

foundation of

a

sustainable northern future"

backers meeting 176 conditions. The recommendations cover everything

Editor

development, the report proposes

Now that's some blin

many pre- conditions, requirements

and restrictions on future activity that it is likely to discourage future

investment and compromise potential economic activity."
groups

have

largely

embraced

the

panel's

recommendations.
In

a

letter to the

World Wildlife Fund Canada said it was

NEB,

"fully

supportive" of the report and agrees the project can secure both
recommendations are adopted in their entirety.

"We

interfere with or impede the project, since they are either required as

to ensuring local communities reap economic benefits from the project.

part of the necessary process of solidifying conceptual plans, or they can
be accomplished

within

a

reasonable time relative to the most optimistic

challenging regulatory burden, create additional uncertainty for future

project construction schedule,"WWF said.

development and create significant

The proposed Mackenzie Gas Project involves anchor gas fields near the

disincentives for sustainable

economic development in the NWT relative to other jurisdictions," the
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers said in

a

letter to the

letter was one of several to be filed

in recent weeks to the NEB,

which

will take the Joint Review Panel's recommendations, and responses to
them, into consideration when making

a

final decision on whether the

Mackenzie project should go ahead.
The

a

1,220- kilometre pipeline to carry the gas

to the Alberta boundary.

report tackles issues beyond the scope of the project, veering into

the realm of policy- making and assessment of future developments, said
the CAPP letter, which was signed by president Dave Collyer and chair of

northern Canada Henry Sykes.
"Addressing matters of policy through environmental review creates an

unfortunate and ill- advised precedent,"the letter said.

backing the

project,

has

also

expressed

concerns

Other Mackenzie supporters include Imperial's

that the

JRP,

in

parent ExxonMo

Aboriginal Pipeline Group, which acts on behalf of

the region.

TransCanada Corp. (TSX:TRP), which would feet gas from the Mackenzie"

into its Alberta transmission system,
in the APG.

is

those

Attawapiskat Crees know their

A

first from DeBeers Vector Mine 100 spectacular diamonds

involved through its investment

Gravelle, Ontario's Minister of Northern Development, Mines

of James Bay.in northern Ontario, which began operations

and Forestry, said at the Birks party, where government and

in 2008.

mining industry officials mingled with VIP guests. "To be at

a Cree

"Worldwide, diamonds are $100

a

carat. That's average,"

stage where we have

a

a

full sequence of the mining sector

said Chantal Lavoie, chief executive officer of De Beers

here, from exploration to mining to polishing to selling, [is]

this spring.

Canada. "But the Victor stones are worth between $400

what were all excited about."

Birk's swank Bloor

Street flagship store in downtown Toronto.

and $500

a

retail value that's 10 to 15 per cent higher than other

diamonds because they are mined and processed in one

carat. They are definitely something to be

is,

however, selling them at the same price as other

without controversy.

number of

it would create skilled jobs, including among aboriginal

reasons, and that includes one of the first agreements with

people actually revealed all 27 workers at the Sudbury

Indeed, the diamonds are noteworthy for

a

a

cutting and polishing facility were flown

First Nation over resource rights.

(including

a

billion in developing Victor Mine

$100- million impact benefit agreement with

the Attawapiskat First Nation) producing

rock!

It hasn't come

Just last fall, when the venture hit the hot seat when claims

De Beers has invested $1

place.

Birks

a

recognized."

The Ontario- certified gems are extremely high quality,

a

stone who's

from Vietnam.

in

If that wasn't enough the environmental question added
to

DeBeers

woes.

Environmental advocates decried

whole host of concerns over pollutants

in

a

the air and

water, disruption to wildlife and potentially irreparable

startling

diamonds that have similar characteristics but originate

whiteness

soon as they're extracted (most diamonds are

damage to the area's ecosystem. The fears increased when

from other jurisdictions.

muddy and brown when first mined, Lavoie said) has the

it was learned that there are plans for much more mining

diamond world all agog.

development in the region.

Mining Minister Michael Gravelle says shoppers who buy
the sparkling rocks will be supporting Ontario's diamond
industry

,

one of the few in the world that can take the

diamonds from the mine to

a

store all within one province.

It's the first batch available from DeBeers Canada's Victor
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community on the shores

Mine, near Attawapiskat,

mined, cut and polished exclusively in Ontario went on sale

That puts the price tag at 54 million or about $1,400 per

U.S.

Corp. (NYSE:XOM), Royal Dutch Shell PLC (NYSE:RDS), ConocoPhilli

communities

questions

diamonds.

with

recommendations are too 'far reaching."

(NYSE:COP) and the

Toronto - It's being billed as made in "Ontario' but without

The incredible bling was unveiled at

Imperial Oil Ltd. (TSX:IMO), which leads the consortium of companies

National Energy Board.
The

coast of the Beaufort Sea and

And it's homegrown, pulled from the earth
making up the Attawapiskat Cree First Nation's Territory,
home of DeBeers Canada's two year old Victor Mine.
any

also note that none of the measures the panel proposes would

from protecting wildlife to monitoring long -term environmental impacts

"Complete adoption of the recommendations will add to an already

.

By Lynda Powless

find the balance between mitigating sign!

so

-

CAPP says

environmental protection and social benefits in the region if the

However, the panel based its conclusion on governments and the project's

HANDOUT
Radiant Cut Diamonds
FoPhotos: Ontario diamonds

negative environmental impacts and enabling the benefits of responsible

Environmental

Canada's oil and gas producers.

o

Pto-w'

-

1
i

could hamper northern development,

_:

a.

r

from the earth around Attawapiskat,
Ontario first homegrown
}
diamonds go on sale

ti not been widely acknowledged.

THE CANADIAN PRESS

Pulled

2

government- appointed panel

the next 30 years.

y Lauren

,

But the premier says that environmental challenges in the

.11

that Canadians need to stop bickering over resource issues to

tasked with creating

.-

Saudi Arabia.

But he told an oil sands industry trade show in Edmonton

a

Stelmach also told the crowd of 300 that Alberta's

oil sands are the second largest oil reserve in the world after

continue to drive wealth creation in Canada.

Emerson is chairman of

Ed

as

Not to mention there's the fact that at least

10 per

cent

"There are always concerns with large -scale developments,

of the mine's output will also be cut and polished in the

especially in pristine areas," said Kim Poole,

province (by Crossworks Manufacturing Ltd. in Sudbury).

based

"It's the culmination of

a

dream for

a

lot of us," Michael

wildlife biologist who works

as

a

an

Nelson, B.C. -

independent

contractor.
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bling
While his experience

is

ABORIGINAL PEOPLE GOING PLACES

limited to diamond exploration

the opportunity to choose the setting using platinum or

In

2005, the federal and provincial governments approved

in the Northwest Territories, he said it's inevitable that

Canadian gold etched with

Northern Ontario's environment will be affected in some

the gems will be sold along with other Canadian diamonds

proceed with

way. "You cant put

- which

cost $1 billion to construct. It opened in July, 2008.

a

mine like that into an area and

expect nothing to happen,' he noted. "It's just

a

question

of degree."
One
is

of the biggest concerns surrounding the Victor Mine

the fact that water had to be drained out of the ground

in order for

drilling to take place. That can cause serious

damage to an ecosystem, said Catharine Grant,

a

boreal

forest campaigner with Forest Ethics, an environmental

maple leaf logo. After May 1,

may be mined here but cut and polished out of

diamond mine. The open -pit Victor Mine

The Ontario government struck

per cent of the value of the rough diamonds from the mine

value of the gems

Album of the

"Mother Nature, for whatever reason, has blessed Ontario

The mine employs about 500 people. Approximately 40

Year Digging

with diamonds that are absolutely off the scale;" said the

per cent are aboriginal, Gravelle said. The company says

Roots,

province's chief gemmologist Ron Gashinski.

approximately $167 million was spent on aboriginal

were given to the province of Ontario and they are now set
into the legislature's mace.

safe and healthy environment

for local residents. Before any drilling began, the federal

Diamond exploration

comprehensive environmental

'

businesses or joint venture partners.

is

about 10,000 exploration projects to produce
long and the short of it

First Nation voted in favour of approving an agreement

how you end up with

with the company.

Gashinski signs

a

a

is,

it

is

a

a

mine. "The

mine, Gravelle said.

certificate sold with each diamond,

saying it has been cut and polished in Ontario. Active

director of Vancouver-based Crossworks said at the Birks

diamond exploration

party that the imported Asian labour represents

Mine and the Wawa area, he said.

skill

set Ontario doesn't yet have, but will acquire after some

is also

going on around the Victor

The stones have an estimated value of $4 million,

with

$2

s

,l

Dylan Dix added,

is also

I.

grooming future skilled workers in

start at $1,400, with the most expensive about $170,000.

the field by investing in the jewelry and metals programs

"Given the challenging economy, the demand for this

at Georgian College in Barrie through scholarships and

collection has been astonishing," said Birks President and

awards.

Chief Executive Thomas Andruskevich. "In fact, we have

The gems were only available in Toronto until May. After

always had great demand for Canadian diamonds, the

which they will travel around Canada to be exhibited in

biggest problem has been supply."

other major cities.
The first time Ontario showed

off its gems was earlier this
a

sparkling entrance

at the Ontario legislature as part of

a

diamond -studded

mace.
The Vector Mine is expected to produce about 600,000

This mace made a sparkling entrance
at the Ontario legislature in March
2009, featuring diamonds mined from
DeBeers' Victor Mine in northern
Ontario. (Canadian Press)

It's DeBeers' second

diamond mine in Canada, after the

Snap Lake mine in the Northwest Territories.
The

diamonds, sparkling clear and colourless

were

a

a

dream. "We now have

true, value -added diamond industry in the province of

Ontario," he said.
The diamonds are being sold loose, and clients will have

2010atapproximately
2:15 p.m.
Tom Longboat Day in Ontario.

Tom Longboat Day Resolution

sparkle. Strong demand from China and Hong Kong helped

That, in the opinion of this House, the

drive up exports of polished stones from Belgium, one of

Legislative Assembly of Ontario

the world's major diamond centres, by 30.1% to $2.64

proclaim June 4th of each year Tom Longboat

billion in the first quarter, according to the Antwerp World

Day in the Province

should

athletes

of the world's greatest

industry"

runners. He served

them often," said Gashinski. The Lesotho diamonds are

Canada

is

the world's third -biggest diamond producer,

in

Canadian
as

history, and
a

long

one

distance

dispatch carrier

with the 107th Pioneer Battalion in France,
the

though until now production has been focused in the

delivering

North West Territories.

on developing the Victor mine, located in the James Bay

treacherous battlegrounds, Vimy Ridge and
Passchendaele. Tom Longboat was a brave

lowlands of

Ontarian,

discovered in the James Bay lowlands in 1987. University

The province wants to make sure Ontario diamonds stayed

and

student Brad Wood found kimberlite boulders on the

in Ontario hands, Gashinski said. "To see these diamonds

and ridicule, inspiring Ontarians and fans

Attawapiskat River while fishing. Kimberlite

produced in Canada and then worn on the hands and ears

across the world to strive for greatness.

probably the highest grade gem mine in the world for

consistency and quality."

the culmination of

Thursday, April 15th,

Beers Canada. "We see very good things for the diamond

is

as

I

Tom Ormsby, director of external and corporate affairs at De

"We get excited when we see pure diamonds. We don't

gems are superior, he added. "On average, the Victor Mine

diamonds

t

from Lesotho, in southern Africa, rate higher.

sold with

Gravelle described the sale of the first 131 Ontario

01

"We saw very strong demand at the end of 2009 and

in Sudbury. Each precious gem is specially numbered and

and Mines Minister Michael

Ontario Legislature on

beginning of 2010 and we are cautiously optimistic," said

actually first in value due to their large size but Ontario's

Northern Development

r

the

in

second -highest value per carat in the world. Only those

90 km west of Attawapiskat, and then cut and polished

government.

Resolution

. 1.

Day

excited. The diamonds are strikingly clear. They have the

see

certificate of authenticity from the Ontario

,

Longboat

though diamonds are now beginning to regain their

Diamond Centre.

extracted from the Victor Mine in the James Bay Lowlands,

a

`

,

Tom

gal

the

of Ontario. Born on June
4th, 1887, in the Six Nations Reserve near
Brantford, Ontario, Tom Longboat was one
of the most celebrated and accomplished

carats of diamonds each year during its projected 12 -year

lifespan.

'

I

introduced

The Resolution proclaims June 4th as

hit the luxury goods industry hard,

The global recession

spring when the Victor crystals made

It was

a

surprise to many when traces of diamonds were

is

a

type of

volcanic rock that can contain diamonds and indicate they

of women and men,

may be present nearby.

remarkable journey."
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De Beers

is a

invested almost

$1

billion

dream come true," he said. "It is

a

messages

who

around

demonstrated

most

strength

poise in the face of discrimination

Proclaiming June 4th

as Tom

Longboat Day

will provide our children, and all
Ontarians, the opportunity to learn about
in Ontario

`

DEATH

Former chief
Wilma Mankiller
Okla.

Former

-r

TAHLEQUAH,

indigenous rights,
reviewing stance

Tuesday morning. Mankiller was one of the
few women ever to lead a major American

US

-

Cherokee

Nation chief Wilma Mankiller has died after
battling pancreatic cancer. She was 64. The
Tahlequah -based tribe says Mankiller died

Indian tribe. She served as the Cherokee
chief from December 1985 until retiring in
1995. Then -president Bill Clinton awarded
her the Presidential Medal of Freedom
in 1998. Current Cherokee Chief Chad
Smith says the tribe is stronger because of
Mankiller's leadership and statesmanship.

APPOINTED

Colle,

Eglinton- Lawrence,

r

^

million already polished and the rest uncut. Individual rocks

Mike

M.P.P.

I

f

ay
a

on -on -one mentoring by the Vietnamese. The company,

'

New Zealand
reverses opposition
to UN declaration on

Ontario M.P.P. Colle
Introduces Legislation
to Proclaim June 4th
as Tom Longboat Day
in Ontario

pretty amazing story on

Regarding the jobs controversy, meanwhile, the marketing

We Are"

LEGISLATION

beginning to take off in the

company to proceed. That same year, the Attawapiskat

piece of Ontario's

POLITICS

WE ARE

province in Wawa, Fort Frances and Greenstone. It takes

assessment of the area in 2005, paving the way for the

a

history, to live on.

Awards

every year, said Gravelle.

area while promising

a

39th Juno

nTicotwiRAfi

Aboriginal

131 cut

committed to minimizing any potential disruption to the

a

allowing his legacy, and

must stay in the province to be processed and refined here

approximately $2 million for

The very first diamonds to come out of the Victor Mine

government approved

and be inspired by Tom Longboat's story,

deal with De Beers. Ten

a

is

a

AWARDS

and polished stones.

The gems clarity has the mining and fashion industry

Beers Canada has said numerous times that it

a

The locally produced bling does not come cheap. The retail
is

I-

an environmental assessment for De Beers Canada to

the country.

advocacy group.
De

a

people

New Zealand, in April announced its support

for a U.N. declaration protecting the rights
of more than 370 million native peoples
worldwide, and the United States is set to
announce that it will review its opposition
to the declaration.
The declaration affirms the equality of
indigenous peoples and their right to
maintain their own institutions, cultures
and spiritual traditions. It also establishes
standards to combat discrimination and
marginalization and eliminate human
rights violations against them.
When the General Assembly adopted the
declaration in September 2007, there
were four opponents, the U.S., Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, who argued
that it was incompatible with their existing
laws. Australia announced its support for
the declaration in April 2009, and New
Zealand's Minister of Maori Affairs Pita
Sharpies announced his government's
approval at Monday's opening session of
the U.N. Permanent Forum on Indigenous
Issues, which about 2,000 native peoples
are attending.
New Zealand's Sharpies said that "when
voting took place in 2007, Maori were
hugely disappointed that our country had
voted against it and since that time many
Maori have been working" to reverse the
government's position.

John Beaucage - to
advise province on
needs of aboriginal

youth
Former Anishinabek Nation
Grand Council Chief John Beaucage has been
appointed to help the province address the
TORONTO

-

needs of aboriginal children and youth.
Beaucage will provide advice on aboriginal

child welfare issues for one year, as well
as help with discussions between the
government and First Nations leaders.

Minister of Children and Youth Services
Laurel Broten says his experience and the

respect he has earned in the community
will help gather the right expertise to guide

policy matters.
The move is part of a review of the Child
and Family Services Act.
It also follows funding increases for

struggling Children's Aid societies, which
largely focused on Payukotayno James and
Hudson Bay Family Services an area that
has seen an alarming rate of youth suicides.
Beaucage is also the CEO of the Lake Huron
Anishinabek Transmission Company, and a
strong advocate for
First Nations health,

environmental
responsibility

and

,

r-I,

child welfare.
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HARPER'S MESSAGE EVENT PROPOSALS
REVEAL 'HYPER-EXTREME'
POLITICAL CONTROL
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Prime Minister Steven Harper
OTTAWA - An MP's Sunday afternoon visit to a seniors'
home. Thefederal purchase ofpowerful new military aircraft.
A journalism student's innocuous query about Africa.
One thing connects them all
the Conservative
government scripted each event using a potent but little known communication tool called the Message Event

-

Proposal.
The Canadian Press has obtained almost 1,000 pages of
MEPs from several government departments, including the
Privy Council Office, under the Access to Information Act.
The PCO, the bureaucratic nerve centre of Ottawa, has been
conscripted by an increasingly powerful Prime Minister's
Office to vet requests for public events across the federal
government.
The MEPs have blurred the time- honoured separation
of non -partisan public servants and political staffers and
sidelined seasoned government communicators, sapping
morale across the civil service.
They have become the political tool for literally putting
words in the mouths of cabinet ministers, federal bureaucrats,
low -profile MPs on the barbecue circuit, and seasoned
diplomats abroad.

20
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"Your authorization is sought for President Greenhill
to respond to questions ... during the press conference,"
reads one MEP prepared by the Canadian International
Development Agency asking the PCO to allow its then president, Robert Greenhill, to speak at a high -level United
Nations panel.
The MEP is the crucial communication instrument for a
minority government that values staying on message above
all else
transformation that federal officials and public policy analysts say is undermining democracy.
While all governments try to control the message, the
ambitious sweep of MEPs is unprecedented in federal
politics. Critics say it contradicts the core campaign promise
that brought Prime Minister Stephen Harper to power
introducing a new era of transparency and accountability in
government.
"We discussed every single issue and micromanaged
every news release
everything," said one former Harper era PCO official.
"Pretty much any event, or any rollout of an announcement,
would have an MEP that would lay out the strategy."
The identities of senior sources who have worked at PCO
and other departments are not being revealed because they

-a

-

-

fear retribution from their political masters.
The Prime Minister's Office declined to comment on this
story.
Political scientist Jonathan Rose of Queen's University
in Kingston, Ont., says the MEP is worrisome because it
erases the traditional line separating public servants and
politicians.
"You've got bureaucrats who are doing the government's
partisan work and also political staffers who are doing
bureaucrats' work. So there's this huge blurring of lines
between the two."
A review of hundreds of MEPs spanning several years
reveals the vast sweep of control exerted by the Harper
government. They have been used to orchestrate almost
everything from the rollout of billion -dollar purchases of
military aircraft to the donation of a few thousand dollars to
a community group.
An MEP template typically includes the following
subtitles: Event, Event type, Desired headline, Key
messages, Media lines, Strategic objectives, Desired
soundbite, Ideal speaking backdrop, Ideal event photograph,
Tone, Attire, Rollout materials, Background, and Strategic
considerations.
Senior government sources have detailed how these
documents are shuffled back and forth between public
servants and their political masters before reaching the
PMO.
Public servants in various federal departments begin
the time- consuming process by completing the template
to request an event or other communication. The MEP
then crosses into the political realm, where it's vetted by a
minister's office.
Then, it once again crosses lines, back to the public
service, where it's reviewed by the PCO. Harper's office
has the final say.
the ultimate political authority
spending
In some cases, MEPs for routine events
have often been quickly
announcements in particular
office is where MEPs
in
most
cases,
Harper's
approved. But
go to die with no explanation, sources say.
Myriam Massabki, the official PCO spokeswoman, said
federal policy dictates "a requirement to plan and coordinate
communications and this (the MEP) is a tool for that."
She played down the notion that public servants are doing
the bidding of their political masters.
"It's in the role of PCO to consult PMO. Not only in
communication, but in policy."
The MEPs themselves show that events that do occur are
heavily scripted.
The July 15, 2007, announcement of $12,360 for a
retirement centre in Edmonton was approved by PCO for its
"friendly and celebratory" tone that would help MP Laurie
Hawn "highlight Canada's New Government's contribution
to helping seniors," says the event's MEP.
An August 2008 MEP envisioned Defence Minister Peter

-

-

-

MacKay and then Public Works Minister Christian Paradis
standing on the back ramp of a Chinook helicopter as the
"ideal event photograph" for the rollout of new military
copters and drones
"proactive opportunity" to highlight
the federal government's commitment to provide life- saving
equipment to the Canadian Forces.
A 2008 request from an Ottawa journalism student for
an interview with CIDA on its Canada Fund for Africa
generated a detailed two-page MEP
even though there
was only "remote potential for sale of the article to a
Canadian magazine or weekend feature section of a national
daily."
The Conservative government's message control is
"putting the shackles on everyone," said John Gordon,
national president of the Public Service Alliance of
Canada.
"I've been around for a long time," said Gordon, who
joined the public service in 1974. "Governments come and
go, and this type of thing takes place. But I've never seen it
as closed as this."
Rose sees the MEP process as a "preemptive strike" by
the Prime Minister's Office on all federal communications.
"In other words, the political wing of government needs
to have control over what is said prior to it being said. I think
that's not good for democracy."
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harper
The stringent handling of
issues and messaging has resulted
in less reflective policy- making
that's not as sensitive to different
voices and what's actually going
on in society, said David Brown,
a senior associate at the Ottawa MEPs were used to get out in
based Public Policy Forum.
front
of negative stories, from
"Anybody that could still
"In the end, you risk fracturing
a devastating fire at a Quebec
society rather than uniting it. In
think for themselves
military armoury to dirty drinking
that sense, I would say these are
water on native reserves.
realized what the objective was
not healthy developments," said
At times the level of detail
here
Brown, who worked in several
control.
borders on the comical.
federal departments including
It's hyper-extreme control,
An MEP for a June 2008
the Privy Council Office.
in Saint John,
announcement
complete
with threats and
If a department wants to
N.B., on a new air -quality
make a public announcement,
everything else,"
health index envisioned, "The
respond to a question, announce
said another senior official,
Minister/MP flanked by a group
a spending initiative or hold
who has also worked
of
volunteer runners wearing
virtually any public event, then
colour
-coded numbered shirts
the
at
PCO.
an MEP is prepared to make the
which demonstrate the different
case to PCO as to why the event
numerical
levels" of the index.
should be allowed to take place.
Sometimes the MEPs work just as planned. When then"Anybody that could still think for themselves realized
environment
minister John Baird announced $677,000 in
what the objective was here
control. It's hyper-extreme
control, complete with threats and everything else," said funding at a Bird Studies Canada announcement in June
2008, the organization's BirdLife International newsletter
another senior official, who has also worked at the PCO.
"It wasn't like a benign dictatorship the way it was under featured the hoped -for photo of the smiling minister with
Chretien
they were a pain in the ass too, but nothing like the organization's president and local Tory MP Diane
Finley.
this."
But sometimes the intended message never registers at
The Conservatives' unwaveringly tight grip is part of a
global trend in western democracies, said David Zussman, all.
a senior PCO member during Jean Chretien's time as prime
A finely honed plan for a July 2008 announcement in
minister.
Orillia, Ont., by two cabinet ministers on cleaning up Lake
"There's no question we've witnessed quite a change Simcoe resulted in barely a ripple of publicity.
in the centralization of decision -making," said Zussman,
The MEP is also a reactive tool to track and analyze
who now teaches public management at the University of the wide array of requests for information that pour into
Ottawa.
government departments on a daily basis. When a journalist
"So all of the functions that you normally associate with seeks an interview with a department official
or even a
cabinet work and communications and policy- making are background briefing that would not identify the official by
different now than they were under previous governments."
name
the request is almost always cleared by the PCO.
In virtually all cases, the strategic benefit to the
All major news organizations, including the three major
government's overall agenda is carefully weighed in the television
broadcasters, The Canadian Press, newspapers
requests.
such as the Globe and Mail, the Toronto Star, and the
The strategic objective behind a March 2008 announcement
Canwest chain have had requests for information dissected
of $2.3 million to establish a new research chair at Laval
by individual MEPs.
University in Quebec City by then -industry minister Jim
The names of individual journalists were generally
Prentice was to "showcase" the government's commitment
stripped from the documents, but not always. A request
to science and technology.
"Our government is committed to attract, support and to CIDA by Maclean's magazine writer Michael Petrou
retain the best and brightest minds to lead in cutting edge generated three pages of talking points to help him craft an
"informative" article on Haiti. - CP initiatives," was the desired media soundbite,

-

-

-

-
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Dreamcatcher Charitable Foundation

,r

is helping Amy

Harriman's

Q(jmpíc sized Dreams
-t
E
come true!

li

Become part of making
aboriginal children's
dreams come true.
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